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EXPLANATORY NOTES 

Reference to dollars ($, „ «0 United Slates dollars 
Billion relers to thousand million 
'Hie following abbreviations are used in this publication: 

Organizations 

(TIR = international Radio Consultative Committee (of ITU) 

nvl Fu,roo"U,ral ,TClC8raPh and Te,CPh0ne COnSUUatiVe C««««" « ITU) f BL - European Broadcasting Union 

tCA,.t = Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East 

K AO = International Civil Aviation Organization 

ItC - International Elcctrotechnical Commission 
ILO = International Labour Organisation 

ITU = international Telecommunication Union 

LAFTA = Latin American I ree Trade Association 

UNDP = United Nations Development Programme 

UNDP/SI = UNDP Special I und 

mZ° "uT,Ta,i0ns Kduca,ional'Cul,ural and Scientific *»—*. UNIDO - Untted Nat.ons Industrial Development Organization 

US* AID - United States Agency for International Development 
WMO = World Meteorological Organization 

Electrotechnkal tern» 

a.c. = alternating current 

AF = audio frequency 

AM = amplitude modulation 
dB = decibel 

d.c. = direct current 

EM = frequency modulation 
HF = high frequency 
Hz = hertz 

hi-fi * high fidelity 

IC • integrated circuit 

IF - intermediate frequency 

kHz » Kilohertz 

kfi * kilohm 

LF * low frequency 

MF • medium frequency 

MHz * megahertz 
Mil = megohm 

mV « millivolt 

mW = milliwatt 

PABX « private automatic branch exchange 
pF - picofarad 

RF • radio frequency 

VU 



IMA •• tuner mounting assembly 
TRX    message switching 

TV = television 

I'HI = ultra-high frequency 

VHI   - very high frec|uciu-y 
/UV - microvolt 

Si= ohm 

CKD = completely knocked-down 
GDP - gross domestic product 

UNP = gross national product 

Miscellaneous 

PTT = post, telephone und telegraph administration 
R & D * research and development 

SKD = semi-knocked-down 
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Introductioi 

problems' „Tofved^nT.Z• '" T* ' 'T"^ '°•W ""« a»<"^ «f 'he 

socia! ^nSii^trdiïï^T    ""^ ^ h ^^^ the ki"d °f 

centred. Aspecto ^ ubt^o^ which"f lP°ÍntS Tnd Which d*Cussion 

required were treatedI by ex^e s fom he ÎSSSiT" ^ "i•'"'0" W3S 

agencies of the United NationVTnrf tK , I UNIDP^ secretariat, the specialized 
(IEC). In addition   some of tLand   *   ,nternat,onal Electrotechnical Commission 

^.of^s?¿^e?i^r¡^-p,;7nted at the meeting submitted 
the level of operation of ^h2.wí¿   domesî,c telecommunications aeivice. and of 
papers made S^nM^Z^u^^^* CqUipment industries- These 

problems involved AnnTs ^ **"** °f *« magnitude °f the 
cu. rtnnex ¿ is a list of the documents presented to the meeting. 

and nf '1    ,    ", ,0n on the Part of the developing countries of UNIDO 

.he industrially advanced countries m "" SpeC'afaed agencics wi f'°m 

te FaTrhE¿,W» T^fi.' *""* " deVelupin« cuun,ri« ¡" *•>"-- »»«I *S« and 
¿ve oMlounS5 ^,*S T "" tól«om•""-'•s industries „H2 
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6. Io supplement the work ,f those participants interested primarily in the 
producimi, of low-cost receivers for sound broadcasting and t levision and to 
tam,l,ar,,e them w.th curren« management and production techniques visus we e 
made to the ,,rm „, Kapsch und Sohne and to a Philip, factory, bo h in'«     sb" 

MM«nnr  l !'  Klïhb,ll,m- Dol,u,v director of ihc Industrial Technology Division of 

0ÍN«vníIC,;,a,,,S,and ,n,r0dUCed   the  Execut^Diœctor if UNIDO. Mr |. II. Abdel-Rahman. who made an opening statement, outlining the 
purpose ol te meet.ng and expressing h,s I ope that the discussions of th   meet ng 
would prov.de a context in which UNIDO could usefully contribute. He st e Jd ti 
w de scone and the  rapidity of technological innovations, which charac erbe the 
telecimmun.cat.ons ..illustri« in the indust.ially advanced countries of the world 
stressing the necessity for developing countries to define the postu e   hey^should 
adopt to tins technological expansion and, in particular, the ways in which thev 
could pupate in it. The full text appears in annex 2 to the present report * 

8.      The following officers were elected: 

Chairman Lt. Col. M. R. Khan 
Vice-Chairmen 

Rapporteur 

G. Tedros 
J. R. Larrea 

R. Scott-Jackson 

(Pakistan) 

(Ethiopia) 
(Argentina 

(United Kingdom) 

The   discussion   leaders    within   rhp   an»a<¡ nf *u*:. • i 

Une (UNIDO)  F. F. Papa Blanco (ILO), H. Schanzmann (Federal Republic of 
Germany) and C. J. van den Brink (Netherlands). "epurjiic ot 

9.      The substantive items on the agenda were the following. 
Administrative and financial matters; 
Technical matters; 
Manufacture; 
Distribution and servicing; 
Training. 

!îtJ"n8iderïu,n °f the a*enda items w*s allowed by sessions devoted to a review 

t^J^fttTS^^^ °f SUggeSUOnS and —ndationT^ 
and come.." P * Agreement was reached regarding its general form 

ihi, Jh°f Sn 88eSUOnS and recommendations of the meeting, covering a wide ranse of 



Part I   GENERAL DEBATE 

A.     ADMINISTRATIVE AND FINANCIAL MATTERS 

in the creation, of dom   i "Ite onTZ   "• "?T "nancia' P»"icip.Uon 

ó'' »""economy 'wSrf^'r,,^,e:is a;i,ai eiemem °f *< «•«.«*». 

influence on the cultural and social life of a country 8 " pr°f°Und 

prevailing clima.f Jw ,d I¡1 •n |f ie^, T3"^ C°Un"ieS' Howc '"•,he 

countries make it impera««nTth? J 8""""' aSplra"0"! of the ¿«eloptag 
this vita, Cement THIt^be"^TidetTA'"'^ 

aeration lÄÄÄ^MÄS^^ "» «-* 

Telecommunications industries in the developing countries 

"'A^S!^!^^^ te,eTmunicati0- industry, where it exists 
equipment toXZZito^P^r^^ l° *« present re^^ements for MF ror example, when Pakistan came into existence in 1947, there was no 

i 
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domestic telecommunications indiistn, at ;iil. and, by |l)55, the total investment was 
only about Rs4 million.1 However, by ll>o7. the total production capacity of the 
industry in respect of consumer goods was estimated at approximately Rsl 10 million 
per annum. 

lo Ceylon, alter an initial proliferation of uneconomic firms, has at present about 
live enterprises engaged in the assembly of radio receivers, mostly with imported 
items, but with some local component manufacture and wire drawing. The official 
estimate of the value of production is approximately Rs50O,0O02 per annum, but 
this is probably below the true figure. At all events, production is still minimal. 

17. Most of the African countries represented at the Development Meeting are in a 
similar position. The Democratic Republic of the Congo relies almost entirely on 
imports, although an assembly line for radio receivers was put into operation in 
l%4. This line originally had an output of I 10,000 sets per year, but this level has 
been considerably reduced in recent years because of the high duties imposed on the 
importation of components. At present, imported radio receivers actually cost less 
than locally produced sets. There is also an assembly line for telephone handsets, 
which, theoretically, has a capacity of 1.200 units per month. The local product has 
about the same price as the imported article, but the assembly line can function only 
if the handsets arc purchased by the Post, Telephone and Telegraph Administration 
(PTT). there being no other domestic market outlet and exports being out of the 
question. 

18. Kenya. Uganda and the United Republic of Tanzania also import the bulk of 
their telecommunications requirements, although assembly lines for the manufacture 
of radio receivers are functioning in Kenya and Tanzania. Both of these assembly 
lines import their supplies in the form of kits of the semi-knocked-down (SKI)) type, 
in which imported assemblies and subassemblies are fitted to chassis and cabinets and 
then marketed. From the point of view of foreign currency saving, little is achieved; 
however, the change-over from semi-knocked-down to completely knocked-down 
(CKD) is envisaged for the near future, and the local labour content of the finished 
product will be greatly increased. At present, there arc no plans to manufacture 
telecommunications equipment locally. Information currently available for the 
countries of West Africa indicates a similar state of affairs. 

19. The situation in Ethiopia is much the same. Except for a radio receiver 
assembly plant in Addis Ababa, there are no manufacturers of specialized 
telecommunications equipment. The radio receiver assembly plant, which is staffed 
by one supervisor and four workers, lias an output of 5,000 3-band receivers per 
annum and occupies an area of approximately 100square metres. Even so, the 
import duty on complete radio receivers i» 10 pei cent less than on imported 
components as piece parts. Until a major revision of tax policy is put into effect, the 
plant will continue io operate uneconomically. Nevertheless, the market potential 
with a population of around 24 million is considerable. 

2At the end (if 1970, the rato of exchange of the Pakistan rupee was 4.762 to $1. 
*At the end of 1970, the rate of exchange of the Ceylonese rupee was S.95 lo$l. 
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:°n,.l''
ire '"• !'TVCr• ' lr,"alK "° l,l,l,('ril'^'ach developing couum represents 

a spculK UK.V huh, presents an example where government strategv has encouraged 
me   rapai and  Iruiltul  development  of   the   telecommunication; and  el c r    L 
mdusr.es. A. present, the ent.re range of telecommunications equipment. ,ncl ,d   g 
sw.tclimg gear,  channelling equipment,  microwave equipment and  teleprinter? t 
manufactured ... government-owned lactones. By  IW. the (.overnmen   plans to 
have  an  installed  capacity  of  IK.OOOiolcx   lines,  with a total of Süex Ige 
FoH,«-to-po;nt telephone subscriber dialling has already been introduced om    7 
routes,  and integrated   national dialling  with automatic trunk exchanges of the 
crossbar type has been commissioned. India already has about 3.5 million kilometres 
o»    olegraph channels,   linking almost every village. Message switching   TRX 
employed, and H more circuit-switching centres are proposed Annual production o 
radio receivers ,s now 3 million and is expected to rise to about 7 million Z by 

21.     In the field of component manufacture, capacity is being expanded Table 1 
shows the projected output of some of the more important components in 1973 

TABLI  1.     PROJICTI Ü OUTPUT 01  CERTAIN fcLIXTRONIC COMPONI NTS IN INDIA 
IN 1973 

Component 

Transistors (germanium and silicon) 
Carbon resistors 

Potentiometers 

Thermistors and varistors 

Plastic film and styroflex capacitors 
Ceramic capacitors 
Integrated circuits 

Waveband switches 
Trimmers 

Projected 
production 
(millions) 

120 

400 

16 

6 

140 

160 

6 

7 

70 

22 It is reasonable to suppose that, in a relatively short time, the Indian 
telecommunications and electronics industries will be in a good competitive position 
vis-a-vis the international market. 

Negotiations with government authorities on incentive measures 

ÎL*Ï / •?, u ""^"P üf new Production facilities in a developing country, 
agreement will have to be reached with the host Government concerning the financia 
environment in which the guest firms will have to operate 
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-4. Factors such as tax exemption or concessions on investment, import 
concessions and restrictions, customs duties, and concessions on the repatriation of 
capital and profits will play a large part in influencing the decision of a manufacturer 
regarding the feasibility of such an enterprise. Thev will also influence decisively the 
pricing policy that will be adopted. The establishment of viable manufacturing 
facilities tor telecommunications equipment thus hinges largely on governmental 
Ì^K^There is. therefore, the need to appreciate, at the highest levels, the vital role 
tlllS indUSIÎ"ï->uuii  niai/   in  ili-   ,«,.,r   .11 ., , :. i ,   ,        . 

-ii -•   •••>- "*""'  inin,  nit viiiii luic 
¿lay in the over-all economic and social development of a country. 

25. Foreign investnienHr?nììr»*tu^nild be seen as a valid means of attaining a 
desirable objective. Obviously, investm?nTTm«l^e encouraged, and it is in this 
context that the need for prior and absolute definTtuïïr-»^ whole structure of 
incentive measures exists, bach of the partners in the enterprise^lìÒTritkhaye a clear 
picture of exactly what the others are deriving from the venture. 

26. All too frequently, in the establishment of such enterprises, negotiations take 
place at an inappropriate level. There ,s much scope for Governments to improve 
their own machinery in this respect. Top-level negotiations are essential, and it may 
be advisable to plan for these negotiations to take place both in the developing 
countries and in the country of the potential investor. 

27. There is also a need, in some instances, to create legislative machinery that 
would confer on industry some measure of immunity to drastic revisions of policy 
that might result from unexpected changes in the Government. Industry can thrive 
only in conditions of relative stability. 

28. Incentive measures, however, must be precisely tailored to suit particular 
requirements. Indiscriminate allocation of benefits to foreign investors can do as 
great a disservice to a developing country „ can the lack of a national incentive 
structure. An injudicious allocation of benefits may create an unwarranted future 
liability m the proliferation of uneconomic manufacturing units. Eagerness to attract 
investment should not be permitted to cloud good judgement. 

29. The conventional system of incentives is the instrument whereby a 
Government discharges its responsibilities for a specific process of capital 
accumulation within the context of its national development plan. The basic 
principle of the theory is that only incentives that are strictly necessary to generate 
the required investments should be applied. In other words, the granting of incentives 
should avoid creating situations that generate excess profits. However, since every 
firm has its own peculiar cost structure, there is no system of incentives that will 
ensure the generation of all the required investments while avoiding the possibility of 
excess profits for some enterprises. The only way around this double problem would 
be to negotiate a system of incentives with each enterprise. For a variety of reasons 
this approach is not practicable, although there is room for manoeuvre within the 
general framework. 

30. The question of relations  between Government and industry in  what are 

rll 7 y; m°?Tly SÌLU,atÌOnS is °ne that needs careful consideration. There is no 
o   he !T t0 l ie rblem; T* re,ianCe °n market forces P-ovide. no easy m we" 

Sk'SSZ0' What rate °f retUrn °n Capita' WOU,d •»"* entrepreneurial 
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diL,vPfnCal^ ¿i kind
1
Sürin«ntive that  industry requires are  those   related 

directly tu profitability and repayment of the investment   In the   ni    l , 
penod. which normally extends over the first five yearSstrv wSl MfT•' 

Tax concession of five years of total or partial exemption. 

Exemption from customs duties and related taxes on the importation „f „ia„, 

SÄT f"r ",e *""•This wi"abSürb a —Kit 
Grants. 

Protective tariffs that will allow the maintenance of a specific price level over 
an agreed penod. This level will normally be in Lnform y with the 
Government's trade policy, but its application¡must be very cl a y defined În 
particular, the kinds and characteristics of the products to^be pro ected síou S 
be specified. If protective tariffs are not considered carefully thei net result 

jmy well be the encouragement of . basically ¡„efficient industry 
TheiigtrNo repatriate capital and licence fees. 

Repatriation of capital 

«Id Ztl ^jenatton and then ««»¡„g „p machinery to ensure thaï 

KS Senic°; as^^etleT TheSe a•8•"K *«" f°• T-Hlc Pam 

cLt^'i."01?*1 Cri'eri0n J
,pplied  by  comP•« investing in the develop• 

*«Z   i   T Peri°,d '" Which ,ü *"""" <*"•'"*' «lud to the ongS 

peroZ:«„f•$ g   -accep,cd means i"asiessing ,he •bil«y «* 

Extended guarantees against risk 

mtJheJÍmí f0r rCtUrn °n investment a,s° should be examined in the context of a 

ÄmentTüTAim^1   T^   U?ted  StatCS   ^   for  ^•^ 
^ Pmsnect ofv^ l^f T ^ ** aPP,¡CabIC t0 SOme Pr0Jects" but the* « now 
«^^^TJSlST1*91-in the near future These guarantees wou,d 

guarantee m£ risks wöX ¿    "^ Cnterii' but " iS evident that an exte"^d 
L¿ZSS dte op ntclatrieT P°ten' mCanS °f "^'^ and ~h»^ 
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Lxport-oricnted industries 

35 A further pomi in be considered in selling up a new industry in a developing 
country is the need to generate export earnings, it is necessary to determine the 
extent to which the new industry should be oriented towards exports. In most 
instances it would be very unusual tor I he domestically produced item to . >st less 
than the complete item that ¡s imported Obviously, this will depend upon iîie 
amount of locally available material incorporated into the finished product and on 
the degree of vertical integration possible within the context of the econonic 
potential of the country in question. 

36. Government help will therefore be needed to create competitiveness by 
initiating exports to countries with which there are trade agreements. This help may 
take the form of a supply agreement similar to that which exists between the 
manufacturer and his domestic customer. The quantities supplied to a new country 
even at lower prices ex-factory than on the home market will ensure a better 
spreading of overheads and reduce the impac' of depreciation on the equipment unit. 
This in turn will be reflected in the {m,v of lower prices in the home market. 

The regional basis for industry 

37. Sound arguments can be advanced for the regional, as opposed to the purely 
national, allocation of industry. The availability of a very much larger market would 
permit production to be placed on an economically viable basis and would encourage 
the degree of vertical integration necessary fora really competitive product. 

38. The example of the Latin American Free Trade Association (LAFTA) is of 
interest in this context. LAFTA is a grouping of eleven Latin American countries 
including the three most developed ones (Argentina, Brazil and Mexico). The group 
has six sectoral meetings each year to examine import duties and tariff barriers and 
to discuss products. Private industry is thus able to negotiate within the framework 
of regional policy. The object of the sectoral meetings is to formulate 
recommendations which individual Governments will be able to ratify subsequently. 
Experience thus far has been encouraging. At the most recent meeting, b> products 
were negotiated to practically the zero tax level within the ¿one (Argentina at one 
time has a 300 per cent duty on imported equipment), and the establishment of 
uniform and equitable competitive conditions is proceeding well. Essentially, the aim 
is to increase the spread of technology by the relaxation of trading restrictions and to 
provide industry with a market of about 200 million people. 

34. In the world today there are probably ten groupings like LAFTA in various 
stages of commitment and development. However, a regional basis for an 
industrialization programme relies on multinational political decisions, and these are 
none too easy to arrive at. Nevertheless, experience has shown that grouping 
according to availability of raw materials, labour potential etc. provides a more 
rational basis for operation in the area of telecommunications equipment 
manufacture than would be possible on a purely national scale; indeed, for some 
types ol equipment it may provide the only basis for manufacture. 
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Bulk supply agreements 

40. Where the manufacture of telecommunications equipment is concerned the 
importance ot hulk supply agreements must also be emphasized. The purpose of this 
kind of agreement is to guarantee the sales of manufactured equipment where the 
manufacturer .sir,i the unique marketing position of having only one major customer 
(typically, the FT! Administration) and has no means of opening up other markets 
in the country. Such an agreement should be subject to review at predetermined 
intervals, normally of five years, and provide that: 

The manufacturer will produce  the types of equipment required by the 
Administration in line with a jointly agreed manufacturing programme.    " 

The customer will, as far as possible, purchase all of his requirements from the 
manufacturer   and   wUl   not   place   any   orders  elsewhere   without   prior 
consultation and agreement. 

Commercial criteria and the developing countries 

41. It is axiomatic that industry will look for a business basis for its operations 
Responsibility to stockholders is of primary importance, and investments must 
conform to the normally accepted business criterion of profitability. Government on 
the other hand, however else it may interpret its essential functions, must attempt to 
harmonize two different types of objective: the commercial and the humane There 

!L»M h* PreTr ?"? °f Tld °pinU,n-:' general fee,in8 that commercial criteria 
should be modified, as far as the developing countries are concerned, by a spirit more 
consistent with the avowed principles of the United Nations. If commercial criteria 
were to be applied rigidly, few developing countries would be able to provide the 
necessary preconditions for viable investment programmes, all the more so when the 
distortion of the normal commercial situation regarding foreign currency availability 
is taken into account. On the other hand, direct-grant aid is more the concern of 
Government than of industry. It seems clear, however, that what is required is a 
carefully planned and programmed policy of industrialization for the developing 
countries. This task might be undertaken by the industrially advanced countries as 
their particular contribution to the improvement of the general well-being in 
countries whose industrialization began later. 

Basic criteria for the evaluation of industrial projects 

42.    The basic criteria used in the evaluation of industrial projects concerned with 
me manufacture of telecommunications equipment are: 

The quality of the project in terms of the cost of manufacture when the cost is 
invanably high by international standards because of tariff barriers; 

The efficiency of the project in terms of foreign exchange savings by the 
substitution of local production for imports and of foreign exchange earnings 
which are essential for the increase of domestic industrial capacity : 

The contribution made by the project in terms of value added to the gross 
national product (GNP) and the multiplier effect that this is likely to have in 
other sectors of the economy; 
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The social value of the project in terms of the provision of employment the 
development and training of labour, the development of technologies'and 
associated skills, its impact on the educational and cultural life of the people 
and the increased life expectancy consequent upon a raised standard of living. 

43. From a purely economic point of view, choice will centre largely on: 

Labour-intensive    products,    because    of    the    desirability    of   relatively 
unsophisticated production techniques for low-volume products; 

Projects fat do not demand a high level of initial capitalization (ordinary radio 
receivers rather than those of professional quality); 

Projects that offer the prospects of a sustained rate of growth. 

44. It should be realized that the cost of manufacturing a product for which there 
» orüy a small demand may often eliminate or nullify the benefits that the project 
would   normally   confer,   with   a   consequent   waste   of  skilled   management 

XX^t •te^ °r COmPOnentS may be t0° SCarCe t0 a,l0W their USC ta a 

45. Political considerations may have to be taken into account. For example  a 
Government may decide to initiate a project purely because of its presavi 
However, this ,n itself need not be a disadvantage because it could se^e to a« act 
more foreign investment. «turaci 

46. It is suggested that: 

sGu7pTntnendêrSh0Uld "^ "*''" UnS0,icited ma•facturing bids as part of a 

m^TunlJ0 n0t TeSt SUPply tende'sw"h manufacturing commitments 
attached unless an extensive economic review of the place of the project in the 
general development strategy has been made; 

Governments  should  realize   the  prime  importance  of regional industrial 

fnZTonÄ!i;;by Pr0dUCt< and arrÌVe at " '^ ""f 
Intra-company allocation of manufacture of a particular product or component 
should be fully explored in order to promote specialization in the production 
ot certain items of equipment to supply a wider market than a purely local 
one. J 

47. The decision to invest in a new manufacturing process is therefore governed to 
a large extent by considerations of financial viability and social desirabi"tyTinTdS 
viabili y ,s determined by the existence of an adequate market demand for h 
product ,n quest.on and on the technical feasibility of the operation Extern ve 
market surveys are not mandatory at the early stages of the^ration bu 
-nvestment is consequent upon the prospect of satisfactory market demanda Z 
eventual product, and reasonably reliable data should be obTaineT 

48. In   deciding   whether  to  establish   the  manufacture  of a new oroduct 
^deration must be given to the possibility of a long-term guaranTee^o!the 
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product. The requirements to be met before such a long-term guarantee can h> 
assured are: cheap and easily available special basic materials, ability ,„ manufaJ ure 
locally the most important components, an adequate and well-qualified technical 
staff, and modern equipment. «.umitai 

49 These factors are considered to be of approximately equal importance An 
objective eva.uat.on of production feasibility may be made by using U J Swing 

Sr^SySi-SySt 

where 

Sr represents the over-all long-term guarantee on an area; 

is the ratio of the amount of cheap materials available to the amount of 
all special materials required; 

52 is the ratio of the number of economically attainable components to the 
total number of components needed; 

53 is the ratio of the number of qualified personnel in the area to the 
::e;:íed * "rominent P-iucersii.e. organizations Z   ave 
signiticant influence on international markets); 

54 is the ratio of the estimated value of technical equipment for the 

SïïïAnï1 tü the eSti,mted ValUe °f a ProLent « 
Si. S2, S3 and S4 are known, respectively, as the materials euarantee th* 
components-base guarantee, the labour coefficient and the equipment factor 

ILlJüLTetltl by
H

eStima:in* S> • *• * •* SA for several areas and by 
fac ht, A ,fmi hr T T 1C? the T°St SUitable l0CatÍün for the manufacturing 
Even when 9     o n  T-^^ <>  "-      '" ^"^ ^^ gr°UpS üf>oducts 

given ïea If S O i J,' " Y ''T*"" gUara"lee can stil1 be *•"* ^ * given area. It st - 0. indicating that there is no outlook for even minimal i«•, 

m£? Ä1 ma,erialSH "ü lo"e-,erm 8ua•tee "f HSAÍ 

The technical base 

?Íh V" ","" "technical base" anotes the research, development  deji«n and 

ot£^Trh
s

n 
rerred in connexi°"with "» P-^^-Z,.^ 

fotÄ,rA^dn,h:iordceer:d
required for a new 8roup °f "°<"«" *» 

The complexity of the product; 

The anticipated volume of production; 

The technologies to be employed; 

The scope of co-operation with producers; 

The licences and technical assistance that will be required. 
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52. The complexity of the product and the volume of production influence the 
scale of the technical base, particularly in the electronics industries, liven a small 
series of products, produced in a simple way. will require a large staff for research 
and development; large-volume or mass production will obviously require more 
intensive technological research and development. 

53. Figure 1 shows the required technical capacities, expressed in man-hours, 
plotted against the estimated production volume for an electronic product. Curve 1. 
which represents the total technical capacity, has been drawn for a product that is 
being manufactured under licence and that contains certain specialized devices. Some 
changes of the licensed design are found to be unavoidable; the additional technical 
capacities required by these changes are shown as curve 2; for example, performance 
modifications, other wavelengths, different finishing. Curve 3 represents the 
capacities required for such technological modifications as different starting 
materials, protection of products against specific climatic conditions or 
air-conditioning of working areas. 

MAN-HOURS 

30.000 

10.006 

3.000 

1.000 

10 ISO 1.090 10.000 100,000     1 MILLION 

SERIES (NUMBER OF PIECES  YEARLY) 

With a licensed design 

Curve I : total technical capacity 

Curve 2: additional technical capacity required 
for performance modifications 

Curve 3: additional technical capacity required 
for production modifications 

Without a licensed design 

Curve 4: total technical capacity 

Curve 5: technical capacity required for design 
and development of the product 

Curve 6: development of production techno- 
logy and equipment 

Figure I.     Technical capacities required to establish new production of an electronic device 
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54. An example would be a factory that previously had a licensed production of 
items using vacuum tubes. This factory now aims to establish a more complex final 
product in this instance a 7-transistor. single-band radio receiver. It is assumed that 
the factory obtains the necessary licence and imports special equipment. A further 
assumption is that an output of 100,000 units per year is attained. This means that 
curves I, 2, and 3 will be used. For this number of units the results indicated are 
5,000 hours by curve 1, which represents the total number of hours of technical 
work; 1,500 hours by curve 2, representing additional development work; and 
3,500 hours by curve 3, representing the modification of technologies added to the 
licence. 

55. These figures give an indication of the "value" of licensed know-how and can 
be of assistance in deciding whether to purchase a licence or develop the product 
locally. ' 

56. Where new production has been established without the purchase of licences 
the curves 4, 5, and 6 are applicable. Curve 4 represents the over-all capacity of 
technical work, curve 5 represents the design and development work involved in the 
product, and curve 6 represents the technological work and the development of 
technological equipment. 

57. The law represented by figure 1 is valid for all new production processes to be 
introduced. It is always necessary, however, to arrange a convenient complexity unit 
The limits of necessary capacity may be found from statistical data concerning 
typical cases of establishing new production processes. 

58. A minimum lapse of time between the start of research and the establishment 
of the new manufacturing process should be aimed for because of considerations of 
design life. A maximum lapse of time of three years may be allowed for the most 
complex articles. 

59. There are certain limitations connected with licenvd production Experience 
has shown that a complexity of approximately 100 active electronic circuits is the 
maximum feasible where licensed production is remote from the licensor It is 
therefore better for a developing country to build up its technical capacity gradually 
This can be done by starting on the basis of limited licences and then establishing its 
own qualified technical base for additional and more complex items. 

60. Table 2 shows the usual pattern of distribution of funds invested in a 
subscriber telephone system. 

Inspection of this table will reveal that 35 per cent of the total investment in such a 
systern (30 per cent for installation in elements 2, 3 and 4, plus the 5 per cent for 
buildings and land in element 5) is invariably of local origin and thus poses no 
problems as regards foreign exchange. 
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TABLi 2.     PI Ri ! NTACI   Ol   TOTAL INVI STMI NT OUTLAY RLPRISI NTLÜ BY THL 
VARIOUS I II Ml NTS Ol  A SUBSCRIBIR TI LI PHON I SYSTIM 

Hit-men is 

1. Subscriber plant 

PABX* 
Telephone handsets 

2. Outside plant for local network 

Cables etc. 
Installation 

3. Telephone exchanges 

Local 
Long distance 

Installation 

4. Long-distance network 
Terminal equipment 

Line equipment 

Cables 

Installation 

5. Land and buildings 

Total 

Per cent 

3 

2 

18 

17 

16 

4 

5 

9 

6 

7 

8 

35 

25 

30 

5 

100 

"Private branch exchanges. 

Estimating demand 

61. There are two stages in the study of the market, namely, the collection of data 
and the establishment of empirical bases for their elaboration and analysis. The 
analysis and elaboration stage is required to answer the fundamental questions of this 
study: What will be the eventual market demand? At what price will the product be 
sold? Does the product present specific marketing problems? 

62. In the field of telecommunications equipment, subscriber telephone equipment 
offers a market where the demand can be accurately calculated and where the growth 
in demand follows a pattern that permits good forward planning. The growth rate of 
demand in the developing countries varies between 7 per cent and 12 per cent per 
year. Taking as an example a country with an actual population growth rate of 3 per 
cent, and assuming a density of 2 subscriber lines per 100 inhabitants, with a goal of 
5 subscriber lines per 100 inhabitants in 5 to 10 years time, it is easy to see that this 
will require approximately I million lines in 10 years, or an average of 100 000 lines 
per year. 
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n||f J
1 «g• of S .000 per line would indicate an annual investment of 

about S 00 million, and tins does not take into account the sum necessary to replace 
worn-out equipment. These figures give some indication of the size of the problem 
or countries which, by and large, are characterized by a shortage of canitaT 

However, the availability of relatively cheap labour must be considered an important 
incentive to local production and this, together with the growing availanility Ö 
wel -trained technician, could go a long way towards compensating for shortage of 
funds for financing local production. 8 

£L|TW° SeCt0rr WhCrc ,0Cal production may be considered to be economically 
feasible are voice-frequency communications and carrier-frequency communications 
There are, of course, ,tenu that should be included in one sector hut that from a 
technical point of view are nevertheless classified under the other. Some «amples are 
smgle-channel rad.o hnks to connect a remote subscriber directly to an exchange 
subscriber earner equipment to allow multi-subscriber operation over the same «ir 
into one exchange, and voice-frequency connexions over multi-pair cables connecting 

central exchange with satellite exchanges in the same area or town. However fb? 
the purposes of evaluating the over-all requirements of a country the basic 
operational division applies. y 

?¿ n T'V^-T^' markCt °Utlet for these *!*' of equipment will be basically 
the national PTT administration, the armed forces, the police, the gendarmerie and 
private enterprises such as mining and oil companies should not be overlooked in this 

thTSmnneeedseir ""^^ reqUÍrementS Can ~< to • •*-•* proportion Of 

66_ The basic information needed is the requirement for telephone lines Once this 
..Jcnown, the demand for switching equipment can be easily derived. The bardata 

The actual  number of subscribers, in urban and rural categories, classified 
according to use (domestic or commercial); 

The relation of these figures to the total population in the various points of 
concentration; p 

The investigation, where possible, ci any anomalies found in the growth curve 
plotted over the past ten years; 

The per  capita  income  and,  where   applicable,  divergences at  the main 
concentration points of the population; 

The growth rate of per capita income plotted over the last 5   10 years; 

The projected growth rate of the per capita income in the framework of the 
national development plan; 

An assessment  of factors  that  could  disturb  the   normally extrapolated 
requirements; J F 

The waiting lists for subscriber equipment at the points of concentration and 
their development over a significant period. 

h!" J5!î it"6 data the/UlUre devel°Pment of aphone density of a country can 
be predicted by means of a growth function whose determinant parameters c¡n be 
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calculated. Furthcnnore. the general growth functions will apply to all countries 
uniformly, although they will not be synchronous. 

68. It is of some interest, in this context, to note the findings of the EC A FE 
Subcommittee on Telecommunications (Bangkok January 1969). The sub- 
committee examined the relationship between the gross domestic product (GDP) and 
the number of telephone lines and developed what it termed the "utilization factor". 
If this factor is 8. the indications are that the economy is in a healthy state and its 
development is not hampered by deficiencies in the telecommunications system. 

Carrier-frequency communications equipment 

69. Carrier-frequency communications equipment must fulfil two basically 
different requirements, namely, the transmission of interurban telephone traffic and 
the transmission of broadcast programmes. 

70. For interurban telephone traffic, the nature and condition of the existing 
telephone network and its historical development must be known. In addition, there 
must be reliable data on the following points: 

The initial bandwidth. 

The initial number of channels; 

The subsequent increase in bandwidth; 

The increase in the number of channels; 

The increase in telephone density at the linked points; 

The limitation of the links in terms of hours of operation; 

The utilization factors of the channels; 

The average subscriber acquisition time (that is, the time required to make a 
telephone connexion) over the links. 

71. Where the transmission of broadcast programmes is concerned, the data upon 
which estimates for future requirements will be based are: 

The present volume (in hours  and number of programmes) of radio and 
television programmes originating from existing studios; 

The  number and range (individual and combined) of existing radio and 
television transmitters; 

The number of links between studios and transmitters. 

The needed extrapolation from these data will be from the areas not yet covered by 
broadcast transmissions and the importance assigned by the Government to making 
good this deficiency. Valuable information on this subject is contained in the report 
of the Third Plenary Assembly of CC1TT (Special Autonomous Working Party GAS 
5) 1964 entitled "Economic Studies at the National Level in the Field of 
Telecommunications ( 1964   1968)". 
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7,. Once the quantities of equipment required over a given period have been 
determined, it will be necessary to decide which types of equipment would best be 
suited to local manufacture. Consultation with ITU will be advisable lo draw up 
specifications for the equipment lo ensure its suitability to the environment and its 
conformity with certain special requirements such as compatibility with existing 
systems. 6 

It is estimated that at present $2 billion has been invested in telcco.nmunica- 
enilinmpnt ¡war tUt> <u<rlrl    A  „I,..  . • 

73 
i ~- "....>,., nao i/vtn IIIVLML-U in ifiecommunica- 

tions equipment over the world. A changeover to more advanced systems therefore 
cannot be envisaged until existing systems have been sufficiently depreciated The 
useful service life of an exchange will normally not exceed 40 years For private 
exchanges a service life of 20 years is more usual, while for telephone instruments 
and tor transmission equipment the service life is 10 years and 15 years, respectively 
These periods together with the service life of the relevant designs and the time 
interval between design changes, are set out in table 3. 

TABLE 3.     DURATION   OF   SERVICI     III I    AND   INTERVALS   Bf TWFI N   DI SIGN 
CHANGES OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT 

( Years! 

Type of equipment 
Operational 
service life 

Service 
ufa des 

life 
ign 

Time 
desig 

between 
n changes 

Automatic exchanges 
Public 
PABX 

40 
20 

60 
15 

20 
7 

Telephone instruments 10 5 5 
Transmission terminal 
equipment 15 7 7 

74     Where public exchanges are concerned, the service life refers to the complete 

reyn^JL • C°T°nents ^ PartS' h°Wever" are subJect t0 continuous 
mnrn!ri t ¡Î f

CC0\dmce W1'h the normal programme of rationalization and 
improvement that applies to such equipment. 

Resource structure 

of'tiJlOt. dÍVÍSÍOnfí manu/acjures moa* various countries is an accurate reflection 
11 lî! îe,r indlvidual demands and resources. This division is smoothed, 
Î• ¿TV        '   y international trade- «"»hough this in tirn is subject to various 
types of trading restrictions. 

L6
amii

Vlability °f reSOUrCeS iS °f prime imP°rta"ce. It is therefore necessary to 

S^e ^m80""16 ín,C!UrcK0f,the Vaii0US tyPeS °f eqUÍpment ret*uired and t0 
categorize them according to the demands they make on resources. To do so it is 
necessary to distmguish between what is essentially software and what is currently 
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termed hardware. In this instance software comprises the engineering skills involved 
m setting up the manufacturing process and in the equipment itself, and the capital 
required to finance the project until it begins to generate its own income. 

77. Table 4 compares the costs of certain types of software. Three broad categories 
are employed light, medium and heavy and they refer in a purely qualitative 
manner to the cost of the software as a function of the total cost 

TABLE 4.     COMPARATIVE  COSTLINESS  OF   THREE  TYPES OF COMMUNICATIONS 
SOFTWARE 

Type of equipment 
Product 
development cost 

Market 
adaptation cost 

Automatic exchanges 
Public 
PABX 

Telephone instruments 
Transmission terminal 

High 

High 

Medium 

High 

Medium 
Low 

equipment High Low 

78.    Hardware, as distinguished from software, refers to the actual instrumentation 
The figures shown in table 5 represent the approximate distribution of costs of 
imported and locally manufactured items and of their assembly and testing These 
figures refer to a fully integrated telecommunications industry. 

TABLE 5.     APPROXIMATE DISTRIBUTION OF THF COST OF THF HARDWARE IN A 
FULLY INTEGRATED TELECOMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY 

(Per cent) 

Type of equipment 
Purchased 
parts 

Manufactured 
items 

Assembly and 
testmg 

Automatic exchanges 
Public 30 25 45 
PABX 25 30 45 

Telephone instruments 30 30 40 
Terminal equipment 55 10 35 

2d tIu7tW0/rÌnCÌpaI reS0UrCeS in Producti°n are personnel and capital. Table 6 
of min V ,Cate'/eîpeCtiVely'the distrib«tion of these two factors in the sectors 
of manufacturing and of assembly and testing. 
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H LI ••COMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY INI I GRAU-D 
 ___  (Per cent) 

Type o) equipment 

Automatic exchanges 

Telephone instruments 
Termina! equipment 

Manufacture 

20 

40 

10 

Assembly and testing 

80 

60 

90 

n LI:roMMUNi<AT.•s ,ND•ÍRV LV IN" CRATKD 

(Percent) 

Type of equipment 
Manufacture Assembly and testing 

Automatic exchanges 

Telephone instruments 

Terminal equipment 

70 

90 

40 

30 

10 

60 

&. £ä a? ;^s
cav;d„e7 :s

rv;ly TT",e md « -*« * 
resources ¡„ . ,ypica, MKZIZZZ ¡21,%""'' "* '° "" di"ribuli°" °< 

i Af¿S¡,í t XT rrre °f ,,,ef 
produc'*« * - - 

Autom.,ic exchanges present a naturally s„1 ''""""'"' °' '°cal •"«f«=«u«. 
Par. of the hardware require«en Tfa vsZ T .T" "*y rePreSem 'he h*« 
automatic exchanges i, highly "abour in •«      Fu,rlhemMre. "* manufacture of 

•«*** in preParmg Pe^î^Ti». 

efectromethantal ^Ud-staíe'^, T•"• ^tcm '*» basically between 
centra, functions are cJ^ ^bÄ »T£S ' " ^ ^T' *"""• «"• 
borage by core-memory circuits <2c oríS f Tü* m the latter V«emi. 
Programmed. ' d,SC °r tape ls used- «"« all switching functions are 

Programmes to ¡deïïffy faiu* T ,r ^ aUtom'tic tMtin« and dia8•»ic 
¡"itially than crossb7 svtm but 7^ ""*"* *" tÎUnfm m°K e***n• 
appreciably lower. M ¡ Sie L Il ma,?tenance and •ning costs are 
compensate for the colt I^Ä e^ent. ^^  "*  °f °^^  •" 
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84. It is thus cloiir thai, the more advanced the electronic s\ stem, the easier it is to 
interface it with older types of equipment. However development costs of advanced 
technological projects are outstripping the resources, not only of most companies but 
also oi some countries. Hie development oi'electronic switching 'ias involved the Bell 
svstem (lulled States) m research and development (R&D) costs of about 
S200 million. In the I'nited Kingdom, the costs are too great to be met by any one 
company . and a consortium of five companies is presently working on it. Some of 
this cosi will naturally lia\e to be recovered, and licensing fees are likely tube high. 

S5. Utimately. the choice is likely to be decided by considerations of suitability 
for local manufacture. Of the systems currently avadarle, the crossbar system 
probably offers both the best possibilities of economic interface with existing 
systems and the best possibilities for local manufacture. It is likely that these systems 
will still be in operation until the year 2000 at least; at all events, a number of 
Kuropean manufacturers are working on this assumption. Local manufacture of these 
systems would certainly offer considerable savings of foreign exchange even where 
production costs are higher than import costs. 

S(v One further question must be answered before a definite decision can be made, 
and this concerns the training problems involved. If these problems can be handled in 
a satisfactory manner, the decision to manufacture is reasonably straightforward. 

Determination of capacity and location for starting 

or expanding production 

X7. Most manufacturing processes have a definite minimum industrial scale; in 
other words a level exists below which production becomes economically unsound, 
litis minimum scale may also have a decisive effect on the degree of precision 
required in the demand projection. It has been estimated, for example, that in the 
manufacture of transmission channel modulating demodulating units (modems) a 
level of production of 2.000 to 3,000 units per year must be maintained. For 
switching equipment, this level is approximately 30,000 to 40,000 lines per year; 
with plastic capacitors. 10 to 12 million per year is the minimum level for economic 
production. If. when the manufacture of these items is contemplated, a minimum 
production at the level indicated cannot be envisaged, it will obviously be unwise to 
set up a factory, and no price estimates will be necessary in making a preliminary 
estimate of demand. 

HH.    The plan of analysis for a specific project should envisage three fundamental 
situations: 

Where the total demand is clearly less than the smallest production unit that 
may be installed; 

Where the demand is the same as the capacity of the smallest production unit; 

Where the demand is clearly greater than the largest production unit that may 
be installed. 

Ky.     I he si/e of the project is usually taken to mean its productive capacity during a 
normal operating period. This capacity is expressed as a function of the number of 
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favour ble econo, T  s. hl    r  1        T^ W' ' íc ,,mse ,cadi»* «» "* »»««« 
«'""•• minimum uÄ ¿&•*Z »ÍAV ^ ^^ » - 

«unction of size   1<ZZ^   ^Zï ^ í"• "'' pmducti"» tüsts a* a 

function of one ( r mo é »f , ,     ""^ "i"' "'^ °' dcmand variatlü» as a 
nnwihilitv „i- í i       moa ol lhc ,act,,rs »rcvimisly mentioned will often reveal th.. 
poss.b.hty ol ach.ev.ng an output greater than that required by current demlnd 

Licensing fees and transfer of technology and know-how 

require'7^^^ ^ 'T*' °f ted»'^- The new lactorv will 

equipment. The     ^    ,     f       "fee^lu"?  '° r^1"* ,hc pn*°«d 

licence fees already agreed w th „     r 
PC',d ü" ,n!e•«<>nal practice, 

country of investment ' manufatlure"- and the regulations in the 

92.    What is generally meant by a licence fee is •. ..„„t• -, A    e 

elements. These elements include the u* of paten , anS „? ,7^ 1 ^ 
technology combined with hvhni,,' "•, P and of the manufacturing 
equipment and ZZV^Z^Z^t!• '"' "'"*<"••"•«•»•' 
«hing such agreement: n^i.,A¿K« ,^ "„f^"• """ f>" 
Licence fees are normativ ,-^„\.,taA n ot the I,nal contract. 
a percentage to CWRÍD^í?^•^ °f *""' and they USUally ,nclude 

factory ,s fpared ^[^1^JZ\S^L ^7 "^ "* • 
Practices will be able to keep pace Âne iï^X^^ ^ * 

Shni^^^^^P--^ a «her special case. They deal with 

limited; and fíSuíy Th y^ iñvar ablvon^T 7 ^ "'^ ¡S Ukel>' to be verV 
exports. y'      y        ,db,y °perate at a serious disadvantage with regard to 

^m^:^TZ^Z^2to deve,üping a systeni that ^ 
patentees for the    ¿AD cot rZ the Sdme t,me give fair «•pei«atton to 
formula to be worked out t. tt «"¡»^nt need for some sort of equitable 

transfer of LZtÍ i ih cri! 5 P'0^ that the quei,ton of P-te»1* a"d •« 
industries. C"tlCal °"e In settln8 UP «"»' technically advanced 

The coshteof ZïTmZ•"? i"118611 teChnÌCal knüW-,1ÜW in the f««n of patents 

»l^Cth?/MÏÏ^ CÜUntrÍeS ÍS SUrprÍSÍng,y l0W- HüWever' il s 

grant mofe than 3 (^ to 1 ^ nt
Pmg C°UntneS '" thC W°r,d' ^ three ür ^ 

vear. Morocco has'iwo nlnT/ V "7°* gfant ünly between 20° and 300 per 
of applicai per year' J ,7^ Th7 7 ^TT üffice U,e aVerage "umber 

2 Per cent and sWZ'J^^^"* ^^ ^'^ ^^ 
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Joint Ventures 

%. The laws governing foreign investment are always of a very general nature, 
since they must apply to the whole spectrum of industries and industrial 
requirements. Traditionally, the foreign investor has required 100 per cent ownership 
of new plants in developing countries to obtain the maximum benefit from the input 
of management and technical resources. Even today. United States investors or 
companies would require at least 51 per cent of the equity ownership because, 
without it, they would be unable to consolidate their earnings in the United States! 
However, it is clear that in developing countries the process is now moving the other 
way, and the importance of a strong local partnership with a strong minority interest 
is being realized as is also the necessity for the shift to full local management as 
quickly as possible. The strong local minority interest may in some cases be 
supplemented by contractual agreements and by the sale of stock to local investors 
after an agreed percentage of the capital has been returned. Where other factors are 
favourable, it may be desirable to have local majority ownership from the start. The 
question of debt/equity structure is also important. The desirable ratio is 50:50, 
although, with telecommunications industries, working-capital requirements 
represent a high proportion of the funding. 

97. State participation may be necessary where there is no possibility of private 
investment and where a Government, for reasons of policy, judges that the operation 
of an industry is desirable. Such an enterprise can never be profitable, however, and 
only a Government can assume the financial responsibility for it. 

98. Manufacturers interested in establishing production facilities in developing 
countries will, generally speaking, look for financial partners from the following 
sources: 

Private,  semi-private  or governmental  enterprises in  the   country  of the 
manufacturer; 

Private, semi-private or governmental enterprises in the country in which it is 
proposed to establish the new facility; 

The PTT administration (as distinguished from those above), where the PTT is 
to be the major customer. 

The term "financial partners" in this context is used to designate only these entities 
that participate in the profits of the company as shareholders; it does not include 
those who contribute to the financing of the operation in the form of fixed-interest 
loans. 

99.    There are few instances in which partners of the first category are involved 
Governments normally invest in a developing country within the framework of 
Dilaterai technical co-operation agreements and in such an instance the investine 
Government would solicit bids from its own producers 
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Cost areas in manufacturing 

¿ZXcA^"*" '"° °Pra,ing COSU in -»•"•«»*« «I «»to .he «„ree 

Ä^nr;»std!ng ***of ma,eriais-direci '*- M-< "»'. 

Sä 
iS*:,\,ï,ir,•;ri and generai CM,S

- 
ma'ke,ii* -« •*• 

'1. The?•;:; ii
,xmni"ne cusis uf «« «p«*» *-.« be «„e start.up 

The purchase of land; 

Initial training of personnel; 

The running-in of machinery; 

Miscellaneous manufacturing start-up costs; 

Marketing and sales-promotion costs 

toa ",ry °' '"««"«•"• °"• will have io be analysed in 

Z^J^iï*Z^*°«< hfe•»*» -*. - follows 
The site of the proposed factory; 

Government preferences regarding factory location; 

The proposed incentive structure for the new enterprise- 

l^r"eas!ÌOnS and ' COmParÌSOn °f the "**»«* °f »««-. transport, 

The cost of land; 

The cost of building on the selected site; 

The availability and cos, of atam (gas, wat„, ^ „„.^ ^^ 

The cost of security; 

Ivaüablltfo?!^' SefSkÌ,,ed and UnskU,ed ma,e or femal* labour-includes 

Woikmg hours, paid holidays, regulations regarding overtime; 
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Availability of middle and top management staff, salaries and social charges, 
educational ratings, experience in related industries; 

Depreciation regulations for buildings and machinery; 

Laws and regulations governing foreign investment (covering taxes, customs 
duties,  repatriation of profits and capital, management fees, and royalty 
transfers). 

104. Once the above background data have been collected and analysed, the next 
step is to work out the actual costs of manufacturing. These fall into the following 
seven categories: (1) production costs; (2) materials; (3) machinery and tools; (4) 
training costs; (5) utilities and related costs; (6) administrative costs and general 
costs; and (7) pre-operational expenses and start-up costs. 

Production costs 

105. To determine production costs, the production sequence of the equipment to 
be manufactured must first be determined. These costs will be classified according to 
the different steps of manufacture, bach manufacturing step will then be the subject 
of a separate cost analysis to determine the most economic method of production, 
which will be the most effective compromise between low foreign currency 
inve: .ment, low foreign currency recurrent expenditure, and maximum utilization of 
local resources. 

Materials (raw materials, subassemblies and components) 

106. in the manufacture of telecommunications equipment, certain special basic 
materials are essential. Their quality and variety determine the kind and level of 
technology employed, the degree of automation of their production and the 
performance characteristics and reliability of the final product. Although only small 
quantities of some materials are required, their quality must be very high.. 
Semiconductors provide an obvious example. Production of this type of component 
would be impossible without very pure materials. Magnetic, insulating and 
conducting materials, which are exceedingly sensitive to climatic conditions, also 
pose problems. 

107. It is unlikely that any one country can obtain all these materials from its own 
resources. An accurate assessment of a country's resources is therefore important in 
deciding the types of equipment to manufacture. The problems of special materials 
can be solved, at least partially, through international co-operation and improved 
trade relations. 

108. The following list contains some of the more important groups of materials 
used in the manufacture of telecommunications equipment. 

Metallic materials 
Copper and aluminium for conductors 
High-purity metals and alloys for semi-conductors 
Germanium, antimony, indium, tin, lead, gallium and gold-gallium alloys 
Materials for electrical contacts 
Tungsten and gold-nickel alloys 
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Alloys and other materials for vacuum purposes 
Kovar,3 tantalum and molybdenum 
Magnetic alloys and other materials 
Cobalt and gold-nickel alloys 
Plating materials 
Copper, gold, platinum and rhodium 
Stainless steels 

Chemicals 

Nitric acid, acetic acid, hydrochloric acid, sulphuric acid, fluoroboric acid, 
trichlorosilane, silicon grease, photosensitive lacquers etc. for semiconductors. 
Titanium   oxide,   aluminium   oxide   and   zinc  sulphate  for ceramics  and 
piezo-ceramics 
Luminescent  materials,  materials   for luminescent screens and fluorescent 
lamps, zinc oxide scintillation materials etc. 

Plastics and moulding materials 

Dielectric:   Styroflex,   polyethylene  terephthalate,  styrene,  polyurethane, 
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) 
Structural: Silica resin printed board (SRPB), glass-reinforced synthetic resins, 
polyvinyl chloride, acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS) copolymers 

Glass materials and semi-products 

Glass materials fot light bulbs, ultiaviolel glass etc. 
Beading glass 
Quartz glass 

Varnishes 

Insulating-for conductors 
Impregnating-for windings and condensers 

Cements and adhesives 

Sealing compounds for light bulbs etc. 
Silicon vacuum-sealing compounds 
Cerasene, epoxies, polyesters etc. 

Minerals and other materials 

Talc, kaolin, quartz, magnesia, graphite, manganese dioxide 

Gases 

Nitrogen, hydrogen, oxygen, acetylene, helium, krypton, argon, xenon etc. 

109. Table 8 compares the amount of raw materials required for the manufacture of 
equivalent telecommunications exchange of four types. In each case the average 
requirement for 1,000 lines is given. 

Kovar is a low-expansion alloy of iron, nickel and manganese. 
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TABU 8.      RAW MATERIALS RI QUIRI I) I OR   IUI   MANDI ACTURI  Ol   1 OUR TYPES 
Ol   Il LI COMMUNICATIONS EXCHANGlSa 

Material Type A Type H TypcC i'ype I) 

Soft magnetic steel (kg) 342 1,120 1.142 1,300 
Iron materials (kg) 6,014 5.%5 18,341 6,000 
Non-ferrous metals ( kg) 3,208 770 1,856 1,865 
Precious metals (kg) 1.813 6,465 16.091 30,000 
Wire for coils (kg) 407 508 810 850 
Cable wire (kg) 302 1.867 1,333 270 
Switch cables(m) 3.000 15,560 5,000 
Plastics (kg) 403 217 180 160 
Laminates ( kg) 159 159 270 110 
Transistors (units) 7.364 360 
Diodes (units) 23.496 10.000 1,000 

aA,   step-by-step   exchange;    B.   crossbar,   with   electronic   control;   C,   crossbar    with 
electromechanical control (type I); I), trossbar. with electromechanical control (type 2).   ' 

110. The materials required at each of the manufacturing steps can be acquired by 
local purchase from related industries already established in the country, through the 
production of the firm itself or. if need be. by importation, riven though purchase 
from established local industries is preferable, it should be carefully examined in 
terms of quality for the applications envisaged and in terms of price in relation to 
open-market procurement. It is advisable to have this assessment made in the 
presence of a representative of the Ministry of Industry or the governmental 
department concerned with these problems. 

111. In the absence of a local supplier, supply from the firm's own production is 
envisaged as the next possibility. A cross-check of the investment in machinery 
required against the utilization factor of this machinery, as compared with the 
activity in the parent company, will determine whether this strategy is worth 
pursuing or whether it would be better to import. The basis of comparison will be 
the landed cost of the imported article (with its high content of foreign exchange 
expenditure) and imported raw material, with its high expenditure on manufacture. 

112. If the utilization factors are of the right order of magnitude, and if the 
projected growth of production can bring it near to a reasonably economic figure the 
following alternatives can be evaluated: importation of the material until local 
production becomes viable; or local manufacture from the start. The latter possibility 
should be explored with a representative of the appropriate governmental authority 
o ensure that the requirements of the market can be met from this envisaged source 

it will also be necessary to draw up a separate agreement with the Government for 
manufacture. 
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I 13. Obviously, as soon as the possibility of local manufacture of subassemblies is 
envisaged, this production will become the subject of a complete manufacturing 
planning exercise in itself. It will comprise the steps outlined above for production 
costs and related costs, as far as they are applicable. 

114. The total cost of material will then be the sum of: 

The cost of raw material and subassemblies bought locally; 

Production   and   related  costs  of subassemblies  of the   firm's  own  local 
manufacture; 

The landed cost of imports. (The charges for landing the material should be 
carefully evaluated and determined in terms of taxes, customs duties 
customs-clearance costs and transport to factory site.) 

115. One difficulty connected with the importation of materials for use in the 
manufacturing process arises from nomenclature. 

116. Existing customs nomenclature involves many anomalies that hamper 
the flow of goods. Something in the nature of a universal approach is required to ease 
the situation and to rationalize a system that permits raw materials to have a higher 
duty imposed on them (as high as 70 per cent) than finished goods and that places a 
much higher duty on ceramic capacitors than on electronic components on the 
principle that what counts is the "ceramic" part of the title. Many countries now 
follow the Brussels Nomenclature of the Customs Cooperation Council 
Approximately 60 countries already follow it. and both the United States and the 
United Kingdom are adopting it. 

117. Obviously, customs authorities must interpret regulations as they find them 
and much confusion arises because the regulations are not sufficiently explicit There 
is, for example, the difficulty of having to distinguish between components used in 
manufacture (20 per cent duty) and components used for maintenance purposes (40 
per cent duty). Many of these anomalies, delays and difficulties could be eliminated 
through a much closer co-ordination between customs authorities and industrial 
authorities. 

lit neK Ì$A \ fUrthr P°ssibilitv- name|y< the complete removal of customs 
fomaht.es and duties through the creation of a free port. Free port conditions are 
exceedingly attractive to export-oriented industries; the growth of industry in Hong 

£?."£ •m i\•* !a'Wan) and- t0 a leSSer extent< in the Shannon (,reland> industrial estate is striking testimony to this fact. There are, of course, certain drawbacks, but 
he poss.biht.es m today's shrinking labour market are vast. There is one objection 

however;  no   matter   how   attractive   free   port   facilities   may   be   to   foreign 
manufacturers, they will not solve the problem of providing low-cost radio receivers 
tor the domestic market. 

Machinery and tools 

119. Once the availability of materials has been determined, the nature of the 
machmery and tools required to process them are readily defined. It can be assumed 
mat all the machinery and tools will have to be imported. Normally they will be 
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purchased through the parent (foreign) company, which can make all the necessary 
modifications ot standard equipment. The Government will normally provide special 
conditions such as exemption from taxes and customs duties. 

120. The depreciation of machinery as part of the manufacturing costs will be 
determined by the experience of the parent company and by existing local 
regulations. It should be kept in mind that the purchase of machinery and tools is a 
recurring item of foreign capital expenditure, and provision for obtaining convertible 
currency should be made when the manufacturing plan is negotiated with the 
Government. 

Training costs 

121. Training costs may be considered in two parts: the pre-operational preparatory 
training of supervisory  personnel and of operatives; and the purely operational 
on-going training designed to improve capacities and skills, with the aim of increasing 
productivity and efficiency. Both costs will appear in the total cost of labour as part 
of the manufacturing plan. F 

Utilities and related costs 

122. Utilities will be included in the manufacturing plan in the usual form and at the 
costs derived Irom the basic information as outlined above. The continuity of utility 
supply and the impact ot interruption on the manufacturing process will have to be 
detennmed in detail. The utilities required will be categorized according to their 
availability as follows: those produced in the factory (compressed air, water etc )• 
those stored in the factory, (bottled gas. oil etc.); and those supplied continuously 
(electricity, telephone etc.). y 

123. For utilities that are to be produced in the factory, the design of the plant 
must ensure that sufficient space is allocated for their production and storage, and 
that the machinery needed for them will be included in the over-all calculation of 
depreciation. Water can be a critical requirement and may not be available through a 
piped supply. The costs for surveying the territory, finding the optimal location of a 
well and dr.ll.ng ,t, and transporting and storing the water, can be negotiated with 
the appropriate governmental department concerned with industrial location and 
industrial development policy, and agreement can be reached regarding the financing 
and partial repayment of the cash outlay. 8 

124   The  only  point   to consider as regards utilities stored in  the factory is 
continuous availably. This requirement will lead to an investigation of alternative 
ources of supply ,„ case of emergencies and, where necessary, the provision of 

confiner coís St°raße **""* °" ^ ^^ ^ P'US *" adJustment for hi^ 

be2SanS;«re?bÜÍty of ""I"*1 ^^^V supplied will determine the solution to 
alternai rs'fnrr.rtamP' " "^ ^ adVÌSabIe t0 pr0vide bating batteries with 
w th t ,e ne( ?

r/ertaU,
t Pr««sses over-all generating sets or a combination of both 

with the necessary switchgear, stabilizing units and the like. 
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126. The related production costs will be determined primarily by ilio 
manufacturer's own experience in the parent plant as well as by company policy 
which will have to be adapted to the local environment and to special customer 
requirements. The changes in manufacturing procedures will, for example reflect the 
ability and skills of the labour supply as well as the efficacy of training, labour cost 
may thus be lugli at the start of operations, decreasing to the standard practice level 
oyer an estimated length of time. Packing and shipping costs will depend largely on 
the location of the customer, the means of transport, the handling during transport 
and any special conditions ; rising from local climate and other influences Such 
considerations may necessitate special kinds of packing and packing procedures. 

Administrative costs and general costs 

127. The following functions are an integral part of the organization for control and 
management: 

Production, such as production engineering and production control industrial 
engineering, quality control, purchasing and shop accounting; 

Operational functions such as marketing and sales, finance and labour relations: 

Ancillary functions, such as communications (mail, telephone, transport) and 
safety and social (security, first-aid, canteen facilities); 
Management. 

Pre-operational expenses and start-up costs 

128. Pre-operational expenses and start-up costs will be chiefly the costs of initial 
transfer of know-how and of the required technical assistance in the form of full 
documentation, drawings and designs, manufacturing flow-charts, the presence of 
specialized technicians from the parent factory for supervising the installation of 
machinery, the running-in of this machinery, trial production runs, adaptive 
engineering etc. Some of the marketing start-up costs may have to be considered as 
well even though, for the typical purchasers of communications equipment these 
may be quite low. 

129   Finally, there will be the costs of the raw materials and components ordered 
tor the production, as well as the work in process before the first sales are made 
Minor items such as office furniture are not analysed in detail. 

B.     TECHNICAL MATTERS 

130. Under the above item of the agenda, the meeting reviewed specifications for 
telecommunications equipment and for low-cost receivers for sound broadcasting and 
tor television (TV). This item also included discussion of design requirements as 
regards reliability and maintainability of the equipment produced, a review of 
projected developments in the telecommunications field and in broadcasting and the 
probable impact of these developments on equipment design 
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Low-cost receivers for sound broadcasting 

dynamisnfjudged  Ò T     L^ „ 1 ¡1" f?" and pr°'m),i^ ,he "•* of social 

the supp,^ a^d n^ífa• ' ^r^irïe ^ br°adCa^ng-THUS" 
importance to most of the developing   o„! ^T*" ,S of extreme 

question of Providing them In   Hi',     Tch w' mdecd-that ,he wh°le 
country'slistofsoc tpr ti s T ethÌri af,r^ "^ °n a deVel°^ 
industries should also be a corded o 1 em , , °<? C°Un,ry,S '"^-Priority 
Because of the large ces   fcu , """ "' 'ÜW-°ÜSt radi° receivers" 
the question of TV altíou     i   i I       b»V•«iiiss,o,, and reception equipment, 
convenience, isJudged"to So  iTZl TÍ^ 

hT"»d^ *>' «he sake of 
a low-cost TV receiver Tl, „„ vZ J ? I""0' Th,Cre '^ in effect- no sudl tilingas 
primary objecti^T^ retePtiü» acuities is the 

a Programme aimed a, ti^tKZJ=•Ä^ *"*" *" ¡" 

The status of broadcasting in ten countries 

differing widely in si/e  aeoaranhi«! In? r . Ì üf
1
broadcasting ¡" ten of them, 

described briefly below.' 8C°graph'Ctd locat,on and ««"d of economic development, is 

Argentina (population 21,247,420) 

SS7 and .11 the major brand  arc avaihhl M      . ?'""" '*">"* from $i0 '° 
a* no, „nufaJred d"mt,Siy^Ä?,"??,---ers arc ava.lab!, bu, 

grea.es. demand u a 2-band model'wi.h one   J-fre'    „cv (HF, S.S     ""^ " 

* * "« «- « bandf:„r„^strodve::^n?:-2?;5
,^r',ype is 

Qv/wt (population 10,964,000) 

~;;Ä^ banned in »960. Loca, 

lack of foreign ^cha7ge ZTsootol" "^rdy rCStricted becaus« of the 
according  to  the  Broadcasting CommU u IlCe"CeS have been issued< and, 
estimated at about 3<£ 000? RecT s^v'l M P"T UmatÌSfìed demand * 
to R.1,000. The price Of tL cheapes e Lv^ ^ °" ^ market COSt from R*2°° 
capita annual income P     reCe,m rePrese"ts nearly a quarter of the per 
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/"<//</ (population 458,677,000) 

been l^V f'T radÌ° ^^ "*" pr,M,uccd in l%l>- and ^ I• a target has been set of  7 niill.on per year, „I which a si/able proportion will be low a It 

• ehr ^NÏÎO laCC,Wl7 tU C'C,
I
R Ito,danU By thÌS ^"*Ä io   in eve the  UNI SU) minimum of otic radio receiver for every ^ persons   or 

omethin,  approach«* 25 million sets. (The present number is lOmL^ se    , O 
the 3 mnhon sets produced in  |9(,9. 2.5 million were transistorized   he rest ¿in« 
va vcype receivers  Prices range from about S8 for the low-cosT.ra s stor set  of 
wh.el, approximately  1 million were produced,  to SlOOfor the la gè   va ve Le 
reccvers. 7 here « a preponderance of 2-band receivers, but there     fcon  de'X 
number of s.ngle-band sets. Receivers costing around $6 are in demandI andhe 
output ,s expected to rise. The importation of radio receivers ¡^'^^1^ 

c^VTT °n íhC proportion °f imported component, in radio receiver 
expected tha   all components will soon be manufactured locally  Tl, s oûlnut w» 
represent a value of approximately SI00 million by 1973. P 

137. At present, there is one television station at Delhi, and transmission is planned 

n th?   SntT So? w,7 M nearKfUtUre- There are ab0Ut 8-00° television S in the country   all of which have been imported. Four domestic manufacturers are 

^Ä^-r^rarcapaci,y ,,f 30-m -* •z 

Kenya ( population 9,365,000) 

138. Kenya has one producer (ARMCO). which assembles radio receivers from kit, 

i'tTrf    fr;"LJapan I'liS aSSemb'y line was brought into operat on n  963 wh^n 

Q
3
-L

B>
1 

1966' i-600 SetS' °f Six different mode,s- were being produced In 1968 
9 200 sets were being produced, and the range had been extendedtoModels The 

cheapest model retails at about S14, while the most expensive reta Is at about $40 
Since the per capita income is about $100 per annunUt wi I b"eeth« for S 
average Kenyan even the cheapest model is still expensive. 

140. Assembly of TV receivers was to be begun in 1970. The production target is 
100 sets per annum, rising to 200 per annum by 1972. H•uu"'°n target is 

Nigeria (population 55,653,000) 

imL!?,/^?3, rZe comPanies are engaged in the assembly of radio receivers with •TLvzrÂ rp,°rnts-The customs duty °n **"** <•n7l 
resent cosUor   Z^?^^T ^ " *' ""* * I0° *'0Mrt' The 

h* o.,a receiver is trom 3.25 to $30, which represents one month's wace for 
he average person. Capacity is available for the assembly of about 100 0(X) radfo and 

evision receivers per year. The price levels of these sets have not vet been se   Itt 
assumed that there are about 5 million receivers already in service £ fte «X 
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l'illusimi fpopulation u8.o I 2.000) 

ft-.   I iikistaii   produces   "*()() (M)n      r 
capacity of 500.000. About :: units'are —^^ "7 'Md has a Paction 
«nu- m assembling televisión sets. The2 '" "T"»!uri"! -dio sets and « """» ¡n assembling television sets The eSv " ma"!,,ac,u•i radio *ts and 9 
approximately 20,000 per annum.' Ih ve dù^i^t 7 "'I*** für TV sets « 
»he manufacture of non-standard cm, ()   f   ' b , '^ ?Wn santftiun'<» ^ 
rad.o and TV receivers are not i,tili,JÍ';, '' '" gc"era'- 'nanuficturcr, of 
Production of mechamcal and electro «X^m*•* " aVaÌ'able for the 

P"»Pk'"K 100 million 
expected to reach 2.5 million se   TyS Vri .!f° By ,9?5' demand 

Pocket receivers. Rs,5() for 2-band Jid^Ä4Td sT RS45 '° Rs5° f°' 

144.  The capacity for TV receivers is 75 nnn 
about 20.000 sets per vear. The ml   If        pcr •vcar auction at present is 
year. There is no duty on m^W^te•*•"* amoUnti to !5 m^°n per 

/í»»W;/C/í/ ( population :.«71.000) 
145.  In |%5, there wen- nnnnr i 
i-Ported annually, t^Tj^C » ^«; About ,.400 sets were being 
cooperate was formed to producè *coïtT , K

,U,Recentl-V, the small MERA 
were produced in |%7 and 6.200 n%Kt "g *f ^^ receive^ WOO 
•»•5 to 12 Mil, ailll d0M ' "'"•*«• «.asimple, robus, mode, operating on 
Present, the price is Sift, which re *1 T,** ° * months ^ »ne battery At 
«ncomc. This price could be con  de   ht ' "í ProPort¡°n of the /w *,„ 
'"«eased. The  factory emp bÍ    "     du'cd ,f the üutP«» of the factory^« 
P^ically handicapped. R^Ä^ MF P*'- "^ °f Whom 

frequency modulation (FM, transmitted^ 

-Wfl/u population 12,650,000) 

s-s ,pa„. T, duly on-,;er^rrc^Arsr;¿ 
77»a//a/ií/ (population 30,000,000) 

TM Ä;": •:¡/^r ;v;t^•\;hich
f
is °<*<a'«< * «. «»ya, 

components. low-co„ lransls(or raZfe, „„u f''"^ fr°m :",,,ü"ed >>"« »<" 
°f 'he  population. Initially   4-tran7i«oî <« n"de aVailable t0 lhe majority 
-«.vers cnploying  8   „¿.^ •»°'    •' were produced, bu, later ¿% 

component, were imported fr„m Jap^bu- he cai« '^  ^  Pam  and 

|48 
P ">e camnets were manufactured locally 

i 
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1%6,   the   output   of Tl:I   was   H 
discontinued.   The   nunibe 
sufficient to meet demand. 
-c,,,,,,,,., T1,e numta, niazz r*^ :j^ rrit 

receivers. TEI also p^^Tl^r^Z"1^'''f"^ T'"'^ '"'TV 

and Ih, price is abl M per eel,^X^r'nevci"1'' M° "" m""h- 

T/zrAci'(population 31.391 (X)0) 

cheapest rece.ver produced costs approximately S25 and isT b nd ïf,  A A   ! 
rece,ver costs about S75. Customs diiy on imported rece"!^ Is íoüptr I-ení      ^ 

Of LÍA* oíh: Six îtrs 7resents f011140 per ant "f «he «* 
about 60 per cent of he IK, nf       \     ' the C°St of 'mp°rted Parts am°•»» »« 
about inS -i,     manufacture. Annual production of TV receivers is 

Technical specifications 

.'- Sl^'^Ä ^ * "'* "* "^ '*' "«"«» ""* ">< 
Type AA  low-sensitivity MF receiver with a range of 525 to I 605 kHz 

Type BA coined MF/HF reiver covering 525 ,„ ,.„05 Ufe plus an HF range 

Type B2    As above, but with an HF range of 2.3 to 21.75 MHz; 

Type CA medium-sensitivity, very high-frequency (VHF) FM receiver «wenn« 
the range 87.5 to 105 MHz. reiver covering 

llave .ot'ldffiedïo'"JIT• "I" "°' MtiSfy a" devcluPi',S «»»«*»: U-y may 
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154. Physically, the design should have sufficient flexibility to accommodate 
changes in requirements for sensitivity, frequency coverage, audio-frequency output 
and power supplies. To allow for a greater range of choice, the three basic types of 
receivers can be further subdivided, as follows: 

Type A      One-band MF 5.25 to 1.605 kHz (in some instances a long-wave 
band for 150 to 350 kHz would be required); 

Type B,     One-band 3 to 16 MHz (preferably with a timing ratio of 3.5); 
TypeB,.,  3 to 10 MHz; 

TypeB,.2 6 to 18 MHz; 

TypeB,..,  11 to 26 MHz; 

Type B2     Two-band MF and HF receiver; 

Type B3     One MF and two HF bands from 3 to 26 MHz; 
Type C      FM receiver; 

TypeC,     MFandVHF(FM); 

Type C2     MF/HF plus VHF ( FM). 

155. In addition, some consideration might be given to increasing the recommended 
power output from not less than 100 mW to 350 mW and possibly 500 mW for high 
battery drainage, with 750 mW for special applications. This principle is capable of 
further extension. It is possible that a standard specification for one receiver with a 
frequency range of 200 kHz to 26 Mil/ would be preferable. This specification could 
then be divided into two types of receiver: a singJe-band receiver having a frequency 
ratio of 3.5 and a 2-band receiver, each of whose bands has a 3.5 ratio. 

156 The sensitivity for Type A receivers is given in the CCIR specifications for 
50 mW output 30 per cent modulation at 400 Hz as 5 mV/m. There is some doubt 
whether this sensitivity is sufficient, and the specification should be checked in this 
respect. 

157. The general recommendations of CCIR state that the receiver should be robust 
and well protected against dust. The controls should also be robust and include a 
channel-selection switch, a fine-tuning control to facilitate accurate tuning and to 
compensate for any frequency drift during operation, and a volume control. 

158 It might be feasible to employ a switched rather than a variable tuning system 
but it is doubtful whether the elimination of the condenser would affect the cost of 
the receiver significantly. Humidity can also affect the switching seriously, and the 
cost of a frequency change is extremely high. There is, moreover, the question of the 
buyers requirements It is unlikely that a radio receiver that is limited to the 
reception of three or four stations wiU have a widespread appeal. 

159. The draft specifications produced by ITU are, it should be remembered 
desirable characteristics rather than performance specifications. Detailed equipment 
specifications do not exist, nor is it within the purview of ITU to produce them 
However detailed equipment specifications might well be taken up by UNIDO for 
this ,s a field of activity in which it has already signified its desire to co-operate with 
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and extra components, both of which are associated with higher costs. Low-cost 
receivers do noi necessarily depend on simple circuit design; the success of the design 
will depend on matching the circuit with components that are satisfactory in 
performance, cost, reliability and availability. 

104.  The main factors that determine the cost of the product are the following: 

Design   including circuit design and external appearance; 

Quantity and si/e of each production lot; 

Purchase prices of materials and components; 
Cost of labour; 

Skill levels of labour; 

Manufacturing facilities; 

Quality control; 

After-sales service guarantee. 

165 The attitude of the Government would appear to be the most important factor 
in the realization of the low-cost concept. As long as the radio receiver is officially 
regarded more as a luxury item than as a necessary adjunct to modern living it is not 
possible to envisage much progress or improvement in the present situation In some 
developing countries the import duties on components necessary for local 
manufacture are taxed at a higher level than complete imported receivers In such 
circumstances it is hardly likely that the local industry will be competitive In 
general, the duties levied on imported components are too high. Similarly the 
allocation of foreign exchange for the purchase of equipment and machinery 
necessary for local production is rarely extended to the radio-receiver industry The 
industry itself rarely appears on the list of priority industries to which financial 
assistance is available from government-sponsored agencies and corporations. 

166. The inconsistencies and anomalies that prevail in many of the developing 
countries require governmental action to eradicate them. The provision of low-cost 
¡ZV0!th, P',pulation î°u,d be seen as an objective of prime national importance, 
winch should be accorded a very high priority in view of the effect it can have on the 
national economy and on the orientation and mobilization of society. 

Transistorization and integrated circuits 

I67_ The question of integrated circuits (IC) is critical. While at present thev are 
used almost entirely in high-quality audiü equipment such as FM-stereo tuners and 

15 (in irerH (','\thH United StuateS' the Radi° CorP°nüion of America uses about 
15 U00 IC s daily), their use » being rapidly extended to certain kinds of switching 
bëfn ri'88'0" CqUrient- Furthermore, in spite of their high initial cost, they are 
being used increasingly even in more ordinary consumer products such as radio 

;Ztir:„    ,LS r?bfe th/ ,CS WUI SUpp,ant conductors entirely  A ns t on ,s hkely to be gradual. It can be assumed that semiconductors will continue 

)ntrdöLrrc fríriorecerrsforseverajyearstoc°me-,i»>°•«•s contended that the use of ICs ,n radio and TV receivers will solve the problems of 
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174. Against all these considerations must he set the .-.wt nf ti,- :„:„.•• 

$10.000 for the average radio cabinet. An extended production run is required to 

tie r^n?        T   n       UH,Sh m0U,ds mU>  h° rentcd- ¡t »n»s   he remembered th« 
herenial penodw.ll mcli.de transit time, to the plant and back again  Jh ich is likeYv 

to be as long   and as costly  as the time during which »he mould is in actual use       * 

175. From   the   standpoint   of  cost   reduction    the  e-.hhw   »ff-r«   • t      .• 
possibilities, for it  is here that a substantial pa t o     „   ,Z c S     'TZT, 

resm-bonded tanates. Attention should he focused <„, the followi,,., poin,s.    •   ' 

Tte cabinet should be des.gncd with the use of easily procurable material, in 

The design should be simple and should avoid excessive ornamentation 

e^u^occssT* '" """* a"d **"" "" •« »r»Mic-«d 

aJoWed t.Tis cledar",hV"7'm,en,
f L" ""* »K'^"l machinery should be 

mechanization, i, can also be ml MglÜy Lour lesive    ^"^   '^ """ '° 

alamtaiUmor1ig,,1aí,oyS^e„r„^v:¡|ab,eürma,'0n '" abine,S N""*«1 f'°m 

MAKE 

MOULDED PLASTIC 
CABINET 

BUY 

MAKE 

WOODEN CABINET 

1.000 10,000 100.000 1 MILLION       10MILUON 

NUMBER OF UNITS PROOUCED PER YEAR 

cabmen built o) wood or of moulded plastic 
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consumer item that has little or no market appeal. 
is not economic to produce a 

Circuit design 

179.  The age-old problem of balancing initial investment with producibile is one of 

nd Z ,   rVo  CmiCi:1 tü bC SülVed befüre a des*" ca" be considered In Europe and the United States, a large initial investment in manufacturing facilities tooZ 
and des.gn « required because of the high cost of labour. In the UnUed States  Us 
no uncommon to have an initial investment of as much as $200,000Z salane   too 
and equ,pment before the start of the production of a new AM  adt receiver dest 
h,s ,, exc us.ve of the initial investment in the manufacturing and   ngnS 

iaahfes. Th.s .„vestment can be drastically reduced in the develop! counts 
where wages tend to be very much lower and more monev can thî   be "pen, ln 
direct labour and less on equipment. This approach, however,'must be take , w th the 
ull reah/.at.on that it does not lead to long-term technologicaltiproveme^    and Ï 

xssrn accepted s,iouid be ~d - ~ £ ¡Sä 
1H0. Today    most   circuit   components   and   materials   are   manufactured   hv 

¡nZTdUCT ^hnÍqT- A,th0UgJl there are indications thaTfcXonent 
industry m the mdustnalized world is now operating seriously below cTadtv m 
some areas of production, this implies that most of the items r quiredfe/Z 
manufacture of radio and TV receivers are available on the marte, and aTriable 
os .The manufacture of these items requires a highly developed and l"SaS 

technology and production quantities far in excess of one country's requirements In 
most cases deve oping countries mterested in the manufacture of ZZiTctIn 

ri«;sl;tasttüaShasc the necessary ~ from ^-^ s 
I8L Information concerning the design of transistorized and vacuum-tube receivers 
s readily available. Receiver categories and specifications may be reviewedbv 

referring to Recommendation 415 of CCI R ( 1963 ). reviewed by 

Components and technologies 

tools r^vt^bleTo "„Vï P°f SSÍn{5 COmParative,y unsophisticated machinery and 
RFIT n P   dUCe fr0m the start such itei• as AF and IF transformers 
it wouti T capacT fnd simp,e switches-With delicate materia,s «c?-SS? :^^n:^^^ce domestic production untii * "' 
production of loudspeakers,  for example, places himself mcTmoet tfoTwfth 
component vendors who have a volume bfse oLllions oTun ts a yeaTCwill^v 
an ,dea of the orders of magnitude involved in component production * 
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84   Domes he production of components also requires highly skilled mechanical 
tlettncal and chemical cngmeers. The selection of appropriate techniques must also 
be centered. Once the product has been selected and the techniques for producing 

have been deeded upon, „o change should be contemplated until the capital 
nveslment has been properly amortized. Typical components and the technology 

and equipment required to produce them are surveyed briefly below. 

Magnetic circuits 

185. Magnetic circuits are the basic components of a transformer. Starting materials 
cons.st of low-loss steel fabricated in sheets or rolls. Core-formers are      ¿ 
sequence stamping presses. Single-operation concentric stamping tools are used in 
small-senes production run, The equipment required for the production Lactic 
circuits for mams and output transformers includes: «-  "n or magnetic 

Sequence presses; 

Standard presses for pre-stamping; 

Automatic presses for slotting; 

De burring grinders: 

Tightening presses; 

Lacquer-coating machines; 

Coiling and uncoiling equipment for magnetic steel delivered in rolls; 
Circular scissorc- 

Annealing ovens; 

Waste-treating equipment for steel sheets and stamping tools. 

cLevortd tfZ Y inCreaSed by the Use dealing ovens, usually 

Mow!!:"* CqUi,"ne", reqUired fü' ,he m"">{'«• of magnetic circuits is a, 

Presses for flat parts; 

Heated stamping presses; 

Automatic machine tools for cylindrical parts; 

Magnetizing and demagnetizing devices; 

Turret or conveyor metal-moulding equipment. 
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Semiconductors 

189.  The   basic   starting   material   for   the   manufacture   ut   semiconductors  ,s 
semicrystalhne    s.hcon   with   controlled    impurities   of   iridium,   gallium   et 
Homogeneous silicon monocrystals of high purity. 20 to 50 mm in diameter  are 
made from «««crystalline silicon by ,one purification in induction ovc^ Spec 
devices are used to cut the monocrystals into wafers with thickness   rum Ü I 
I mm, according to mtended use. These wafers arc then accurately machined to tic 
required th.ckness on automatic grinding machinery. The diffusion and e pit 
junctions are made m gas-filled, temperature-controlled ovens and then encam 2d 
after they have been provided with contact areas, soldered leads etc.       tntapsu,Jttd 

190   More complex components are made by planar-epitaxial methods. The system 

•AvTÏ0M.etC; 1S dpP0Sited by metal,iC ««-"«tton on a photoC 

^!^¡^X^: ßramme"CÜntrol,ed üpticaI systems üf hi8h 

191. The production area for the manufacture of solid-state components needs a 

hA^ÏÏ^enï,0ndTt WÍth e,eCtrOStatlC ÍÜr-fi,tratÍOn *ite• *"d • numdity(5 per cent) and temperature control. The major items of equipment 
required for the manufacture of semiconductors are: equipment 

Zone-purification equipment; 

Plate-cutting equipment; 

Plate-grinding and plate-polishing equipment; 

Checking and measuring devices to ensure that the plate conforms to the 
electrical and mechanical parameters; 

Ovens for the diffusion processes; 

Chambers for the epitaxial processes; 

Checking equipment for intermediate controls; 

Contact and soldering devices; 

Encapsulation-process equipment; 

Machines for attaching leads and applying glass or ceramic bushings; 
Die-casting presses for cooling radiators; 
Checking devices; 

Photographic miniaturizing equipment for structural parts; 

Programme-controUed stepping equipment  for the manufacture of micro 
structures by planar technology; 

Air-fi!tration and temperature-control equipment for all working areas. 

Printed circuit boards 

or\!l!?Íed i'11" Ï°"Î °r Cards are made from c°PPer<lad. resin-bonded paper 
or glass-fibre laminates. Typically, the circuit pattern is printed on the copre 
claddmg, usmg conventional screen-printing techniques. The inks used in thïpïïEg 
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process are designed to resist the mordants used to remove the surplus copper Thus 

"nain is'irl r;;ing-thc cntirc cnri is p,escntcd m *** ^ *« * *« remains is to attach the components after a layer of (,0:40 tin-lead alloy has been 
apphed to the copper tracks by roller tinning machinery. Once the components hTvï 
been loaded on the printed circuit board, the connexions are soldered citlTr 
manually or by the wave-soldering process. 

Passive components 

radio !nHl•d an-°n8 thí PaSS,ÍVC Cün,P°ncnte • «*«l capacitor, and resistors for 
tí, reCeiVerS- electrol>'t'c ^pacitors. power capacitors, potentiometers (for 

«ftVñd h i CO,nPC;1Sa r0n" ,nterfcrence oppressors. amplifiers, transmitters etc.), 
soft and hard magnetic ferntes, switches, pushbuttons, variable capacitors and special 
components. They are required in developing countries for use« Tn dome Uc 
production programmes and as spare parts for imported equipment. 

194 The components that may be manufactured domestically at present include 
nxed capac.tors and resistors for receivers, electrolytic capacitors ^ m net 
ferntes and variable capactors. Because of the large quantities necessary to justify 
product.«,«, certa», products should be manufactured in one plant serving the "¿is 
of several countr.es. Indeed, capacitors and resistors may be in such grea demand 
that it would be feasible to manufacture a uniform type for sever I coun rtsTis 
would be possible where the demand for one type exceeds 10 million pieces per yea! 

g*en byTe f^ °' "* ^ °f ^ ^ f" — option is 

Capacitors 12 X 106 units per year 

Resistors 2 X IO7 units per year 
Semiconductors       20 X IO6 units per year 

Such levels can be achieved if the number of types produced is restricted If it is not 
production will ,iot be economic. ' 

Loudspeakers and other electroacoustical devices 

196. Loudspeakers   for   receivers,   power   speakers   for   public-address   system« 

neTh     r   7*?«"?   reCeÌVer   CapSU,eS   f0r   ^elecommLi   t ons  eVS ' 
ncï H"68;, ,8h"nde,ity  (hi-f,)  Speakm  and  general-purpose microphones are 
Ö  htf ¡A" Tth the HeXCePtÌOn °f POWer Spea?erS and «-se intend^ 

Particular5 wol r KPr0dUCtS arC SUitable for domestic manufacture. In particular  it would appear to be most profitable to manufacture loudsneakers for 
rad.o receivers when production is linked to that of low-cost receivers      P 

197. Ideally, the manufacture of most of these products should be concentrated in 

rgn£^r;tns8foeireqHuirernts,of ?group °f «•«**z• magnetic c.rcu.ts for loudspeakers should ideally be located in a country whoJ 
natural   resources  include  nickel,  cobalt,  aluminium and fe rite maters   Thl 

s^iïzssr"for ,oudspeakers is comp,i-d - ¿£ï£ 
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198. Efficient production of magnets and of standard magnetic circuits in a country 
with an adequate material base should offer interesting possibilities for export even 
to industrially advanced countries. Licences should be purchased for the manufacture 
of resistors, ernte cores, switches and variable capacitors in order to promote g«3 
product quality and operational reliability. Licences and specialized production 
früT are

H
,m

f
p0r:ant for ;he Product¡• of high-quality oriented magnets mad 

from alloys and ferrites and also for the production of paper cones for loudspeakers. 

199 If the regional approach were adopted in the manufacture of components it 
might be necessary to decide how many regional units should be established in each 
continent. If the figures previously quoted are strictly applicable, one such unit 
might suffice for the whole of Africa. Of course, it would be possible to have one 
factory for resistors located in one country and another for paper capacitors in 
another country, and so on. Each country, however, should possess its own assembly 

2(
!
0

K.
B

U
S
Í ieSearCh aimed at introducin8 * local raw material content into an 

established design ,s needed, for this would entail deviation from the origina" 
manufacturing specifications. R&D facilities would thus be required Ffeure 3 
illustrates the decision points for the manufacture of certain components. 
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1.000 10,000 100.000 1 MILLION       10MILUON 

NUMBER OF IDENTICAL COMPONENTS PROOUCEO PER YEAR 

The relationship of the anticipated demand to the decision to make or buy certain 
components 
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C     MANUFACTURE 

equipment. activers   and   telecommunications 

Radio receivers 

«ccply. .„deed, the lower limit ,s Pnb*£to•^T^ñ ***** * • 
lesser quantity would be quite i,ncc„,,»mic"to produce *' ^ ^ 

¿l!h„¡íc:íS IA^M" 
is tegun' rial ,raini"s»f ^ 

primarily upon the app ,»riat   ILor    I n •" pr°ductk)" Pedule depends 
»eelnticians^ndassen   «v'w     J" 
does not present much difficult,1!li tra,T8 of assembIH»* operators 
little as two weeks "      ° tCchmques can bc satisfactorily mastered in as 

^^Z::^^^i^f and careful pre-production mns are 

P^^^i^cLc^^^^^ system Most malfunctions and 

to eliminate them. Once the fcsto work h« h * *f í' neCeSSary StePs taken 

specifications. |las been d In ûf a ^ 
This is done in order to ^ a ti e 0l^t and t V~ *? * llla»ufact^ed. 
schedule based on an analv• „rY     P d to make a detailed production 
design is modified in" th " ^ o IS^r^ll71^ "T"* ^ «*"* 
made by breaking down the as emblín« ? • .1C detaJ,ed Production schedule is 
Bach assembly worker s then S? ?•' ° "u6"" °f discrete °Pera^"s. 
number and type being ckS ,2 LTT^V ,°f the* °Perations< the" 
considered that   initia^   no more     an iï, 'Í V^ Sk¡11- AS a ge,1Cral •te'* is 

should be performed by any Te wo ÍL L ^^ °f inOUntinS °' wi""g operation 
to confusion and faulty workinanslTip 8 '*     ^ """^ " IUíe,y t0 lead 

.^^^ «¡y -h- a large production base 
components is a highly o^pSe fJd L ", "^Z"^ The manufacture ol 
rather than purchase themTwouW £ nee « /^ Î dedSÍ°n t0 "»»"**»« 
and costs of setting up p^uS frHiir ^ .We,gh CarefuUy the Vantages 
tnelossofcompetit^^ 

ÎA SSnnjTo? n^ÍaCTnt-A,thOU8h' » — * 
approximately ,0 million units ofthe ¿Z*T °f reS,St°rS' f°r examP,e* * 
lower production level where avinT in^f ' ^ °• Certain,y be made for a 
manufacture. Savmgs  ,n   fore'8n  exchange  justify  domestic 
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207. Following the trial batch, several small pre-production runs are carried out so 
as to permit a uniform examination of the product performance and lo check the 
accuracy of the manufacturing instructions. These pre-production runs are typically 
of batches of 10 to 12 sets and are carried out on the normal production line. live or 
six batches may be necessary. Not only does this procedure provide a thorough 
testing of the product and of the production line, but it also serves as excellent 
on-the-job training for all the personnel concerned. Regular production is begun 
when the receivers produced in the pre-production runs have satisfactorily passed 
their tests and final inspection. 

Plant layout 

208. A dual-belt conveyor system probably provides the most economical and 
compact plant layout for a monthly output of 10.000 radio receivers. Such an 
arrangement will require about 2.400 square metres of factory floor space. In 
addition, space will be required for such auxiliary facilities as goods-inward and 
goods-outward stores, offices, a laboratory, a screened room, a'toolroom and a 
compressed-air plant. Work stations are provided on either side of the belt, and 
wiring and compressed-air lines should be brought in from overhead so as to allow 
subsequent layout changes to be accomplished with a minimum of disruption. 

209. Figure 4 illustrates a typical dual-belt conveyor plant. It comprises a series of 
48 stations distributed over a dual run of 30 metres; the total effective length of the 
belt is thus 60 metres. The belt width is normally about 300 mm and it is driven by a 
0.75-kW motor to give a speed which is continuously variable between 0.5 and 
2.0 metres per minute. Workbenches are approximately 900 mm by 700 mm and are 
usually constructed with plywood tops. All working surfaces are about 750 mm 
above floor level. 

210. The power supply to the work stations should, from the point of view of 
safety, be a.c. 100-120 V or a.c. 220 240 V. Electric current consumption is 
confined to soldering irons, test instruments and room lighting. Compressed air is 
also used to operate certain tools. 

211. The screened room is required for precise performance tests and for the 
accurate alignment of the product. These processes must be carried out in an 
environment completely free from parasitical electrical disturbances. A Faraday cage 
with inner and outer mesh grounded at a common point and having an attenuation of 
100 dB would be required for attenuating radio interference on frequencies from 
400 kHz to 400 MHz. It may also be necessary to filter the main power supply to the 
screened room by means of a low-pass filter. 

Flow-line operation by the conveyor-belt system 

212. Flow-line operation, using the conveyor-belt system, is probably the most 
effective means of increasing productivity and of reducing the product cost. Typically, 
the layout of each process is made according to the assembly sequence in such a way 
that no work is delayed on the belt, no work can be moved backward, and all work 
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passes through each assembly station. To fulfil these conditions, a uniform work time 
must be established for each operation. This time is arrived at by process analysis 
which determines: 

The appropriate assembly procedure; 

The total number of processes involved; 

The number of assembly workers required on the flow line; 

The work content of each operation; 

The most appropriate methods of using tools, jigs etc. 

213. It is necessary to assume both a uniform level of skill on the part of the 
assembly workers on the flow line and that every assembly operation can be 
performed within a specified time unit, which is known as the standard work time In 
order that each operation on the flow-line will be propeilv carried out. it is also 
necessary to institute a scries of on-line checks. These checks are inserted into the 
line at critical points, and work that fails to pass them is removed from the belt and 
passed to an adjacent repair station. After rectification, the item is returned to the 
line at the correct point and allowed to continue down the line. 

Operating instruiti< ms 

214. Each assembly worker on the flow line works according to formal operating 
instructions. While in some cases it is possible to convey these instructions orally, it is 
always best to have them posted conspicuously at the appropriate work station. 
Illiteracy may raise some problems here, but with care a visual representation of the 
operating instructions can be made that will convey unambiguously the correct 
sequence and manner of working. Where no problems of illiteracy exist, the 
operati ig instructions should specify the process number, the operating sequence, 
the operational procedure, the standard work time, the number of parts used (with 
schematic diagrams to illustrate areas requiring particular attention), the tools used 
the subsidiary materials that may be required and any information of a precautionary 
nature. A space should also be provided to record any defects. 

215. Figure 5 illustrates the kind of feedback network required for the continuous 
monitoring of a flow-line operation. 

216. While the worker at each station in the flow line performs an operation to turn 
out a predetermined work load according to an established operating procedure that 
is recorded on the operating instruction sheet, he may fail to perform the operation 
several times daily. Check sheets are attached to the work at each checkpoint on the 
line. The relationship between the checking system and process control is shown in 
the loop system illustrated in figure 5. It will be noted that both process-defect data 
and defect-repair data are required to institute the necessary countermeasures. Daily 
fractional defects are recorded on a control chart. 

Electrical performance-measurement data 

217. In addition to the production-control data discussed above, data on the 
electrical performance of the product will be required to ensure that performance 
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spcui.cat.ons are being maintained. These tests are usually conducted on a 
randon,sa,nple basis. Any five to ten units are selected at random f ^"hTflowL 
and are checked for the following characteristics: ^ 

Sensitivity; 

Signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio; 

Tuning-scale error: 

Image-frequency interference ratio; 

Intermediate-frequency interference ratio; 
Selectivity. 

Production control 

218. Production control exercises a co-ordinating function on the planninii situation 
and on the control mechanism of the production setup. Thus w^^ÏÏÏÏÏ 

u, o,rl   ÏÏ , at W,il normally run t0 about si* months but may extend 
U, one year 7 he co-ordination takes place on what is usually known as the master 
schedule, which contains details of delivery and sales forecasts »„d SL « 
necessary for the operational period ** "^ *' fin8ncmg 
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¡T I/K* 
ba!ÍCM a;a i°r the maStCr Schedule wi" be derived f•• »'»e factory floor It 

1,1,H »"h hShed Ín "ïV Way aS tü pr0Vide a Würk '»ad »hat is ¿curacy matched to the capacity of the production line so that it will be able to functu n 
optimally thus eliminating problems caused by excessive loading and idi te 
resulting from insufficient loading. 

220. The working of the master schedule is supplemented by a monthly detailed 
planning schedule which is designed to compensate for inaccuracies in tl master 
schedule and to allow for discrepancies. These discrepancies may take the form of 
inaccurate estimates delays in delivery of materials, manpower shortages etc Efforts 
should be made to draw up the monthly detailed schedule in accordance with    e 

IT HA** "J",aS ÌS P0SSib,C- The eStimated number of «""» to be pródu d 
daily and the standard number of man-hours should appear on the detailed schedule. 

221. The number of units in the daily output is given by the following formula: 

Number of workers X rate of attendance X work time 

Standard number of man-hours 

as fottowT* nUmber °f dayS f0r COmpletion of one P^duction natch is calculated 

Standard number of man-hours X number of units in the batch 

Actual man-hours 

223. The number of workers required for a particular production level can be found 

Number of units of daily output X standard number of man-hours 

Work time 

224 The detailed schedule should also take into account the increase in efficiency 
tliï•* T . amUiarizat'Jn- Wh• * „,w item of equipment is pu inïo 
production, a fanuüarization allowance should be made to iake into account the 

^Ir• Wh,Ch í idiVidUal WOrkerS beC0me intimate,y ac<^n*d with the new assembly process, which is usually from five to eight days. 

Loading the production Une 

225 _ The production line must be loaded in accordance with the master schedule 
Loading must take into account the required delivery date of a specific type of 
equipment and the number of units to be manufactured. Where adjustments with 
respect to additional labour are called for to meet a particular delivery date the 
appropriate countermeasures must be initiated through the personnel department. 
Where sufficient labour cannot be obtained, other countermeasures, such as 
subcontracting, will have to be instituted. 
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Production control 

226. Production control implies an accurate knowledge of the location and the 
amount of the finished goods, plus the exact status of all work in progress As a 

« ontrol function, its purpose is to eliminate unnecessary work movement and to 
ensure that parts are neither omitted nor used for purposes other than those 
intended. Standard supervisory procedures and counternieasures are adequate for 
these purposes. The basic organization of production control is diagrammed in figure 

PLANNING 

.  SCHEDULING 

: 

LOADING 

PRODUCTION 
CONTROL 

EQUIPMENT 
PLANNING 

CONTROLLING 

QUALITY CONTROL 
OF ACTUAL PRODUCT I 

FOLLOW-UP 
CONTROL 

LOADING CONTROL IOL   I 

-J       DATA CONTROL      I 

Figure 6.     Block diagram of the basic organization of production control 

227 Figure 7 presents the flow chart for a production line for the manufacture of a 
typical radio receiver, showing the general layout, the location rf^wfc^JÍk 
stafons  and the arrangement of the instruments needed. (TheLÏSTÏ 

"",? Ä ih ;rthere •?u "roduction «¿»¿ÄS 5 
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TAB I, I 9 

Item"      Category 

SPI Cll K ATIONS 01 Ml ASURINC INSTRUMENTS USEE) IN Till ASSI MH1 Y 
llNIPRQDUcno^or A TYPICAI  RADIO RECEIVER1 

A Signal injector (pulse generator) 

B Cathode-ray tube (CRT) 
oscilloscope 

C Vacuum-tube voltmeter 

D Stabilized  d.c. power supply 

E Multimeter 

F AM signal generator 

G Distortion meter 

H Test loop 

455 kHz Sweep generator 

Shield room 

See related flow chart, figure 7. 
"The letter« A, B, C etc. refer to the itemi 

production of a typical radio receiver. 

Spécifications 

Frequency: 200 Hz 
Output: IV  2V peak 
Pulse width: 0.01   0.02 msec 
CRT ( 5-inch diameter) 
Sensitivity: Vertical   1 mV/cm 

Horizontal- lOmV/cm 
Frequency range: 30 Hz- 200 kHz 
Sensitivity: 0.01 mV-100 Vat 

input impedance of 500 kO 
Output: 0 25 V, ± 2% 

0 2 amp 

Resistance range: up to 1 MÍ2 
Voltage range: up to 100 V ( 100 kiî/V) 
Amperage range: up to 1 Amp 

Frequency range: 100 kHz  30 MHz 
Output: ljuV  IV 

flat within i I dB 
Modulation: 0  100% 
Modulation frequency: 400 Hz 

1,000 Hz 
Including test loop 

Frequency range: 20 Hz-200 kHz 
Distortion range: 0.I%-30% 
Level: 0.3 mV   10 V 

Frequency range: 400 kHz 30 MHz 
Loop diameter: 250 mm 
Cable length: 1.2 m 
Centre frequency: 400 500 kHz 
Sweep: 0-±50kHz 
Marker: 445,450, 460 and 465 kHz 
Sweep rate: H of line frequency 
Output control: lOOjiV-0.1 V 

Frequency: 400 kHz  200 MHz 
Attenuation: 60 dB 
Dimensions (cm): 180 depth, 180 

width, 180 height 

as they are shown in figure 7, flow chart for the 
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Degree of manufacture 

228 Manufacturing can be organized in various ways, according to the complexity 
of the operations involved. The manufacture of radio and TV receivers is Zie a y 
divided into the following four levels or stages: Ml      V 

assembly from SKD condition; 

Assembly from CKD condition; 

Super-assembly, that is, assembly with the use of a proportion of locally made 
components (coils, variable capacitors, transformers, loudspeakers); 
Real manufacture. 

229. The first two stages are not particularly difficult and require good organization 
and management rather than large capital investment, but super assembly requires 
more capital, more skdled personnel and a more complex organization. The degree of 
manufacture corresponds fairly closely to the amount of foreign-exchange savings 
involvedu Assembly from SKD condition represents a very small foreign* 3ZE 
saving Here, assembly consists of little more than putting together completed 
subunits and mounting them into a cabinet. "»npieiea 

230. As the domestic component and labour content increase, the foreign^xchange 
savings also nse. As a point of interest, in one country it was noted that, whereas in 

IVi IT T*? °,f SKD aSSembly Was m t0 4 hours'in I969 »his figure was 
im than 1 hour. The final stage, real manufacture, is the most demanding of all and 
requires great diversity and highly specialized personnel. 

Level o/production 

nÜii. A"°rdin* to ^"P8 of Eindhoven, the Netherlands, the economic level of 
production (real manufacture) in 1959 was approximately 20,000 sets per year This 
quantity would be quite uneconomic today because of the introduction of plastics 
and transistors and the reduction of the labour content. 

l^t^lV'^L^ ,mlS may app,y ri8orous,y t0 the industrialized 
M^A ;i y íaVe ÏÏ ^leVance t0 ^ deve,°Ping countries. The example of the 
MERA cooperative of Kigali, Rwanda, might be cited. This cooperative, employing 
approximately 60 workers without any fiscal or trade advantages whatsoever, and 
with no locally available basic materials, manages to produce 6,000 radio receivers 

8flM J1LÏSS PTft ^ °ïtpUt 0f thiS C0-0Perative was expected to rise to 
ui\a?a £ 7 and ^ Stepped Up Pr°8re88iv«Iy »o a total of around 20.000 a year 
by 1979. This is an example of what can be done where the desire is strong enough 
•Jf**" **.hlgn' ^f **** snwU' the supply lines very extended and there is no 
Unff protection at all. Obviously, insufficient account is taken of the differences 
rountrfcs       Pean production techniques and those employed in the developing 

Exports 

2J¿A•¿th expoî,;,ien!ed industrie, the primary requirement is to meet delivery 
schedutes, especially where components are concerned. Delays in a customer's 
production lines because of an exporter's inability to meet his delivery promises 
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cause a great deal of annoyance, loss of income and a resolve not to buy from the 
same source again. Reliability of supply is essential to generate the atmosphere of 
mutual confidence that industry requires. 

234 Another problem that export industries in developing countries often face is 
that of paying import duties on raw materials. These duties are repayable upon 
exportation of the finished product, but a number of Governments make this refund 
only after a considerable amount of time has elapsed. This situation may be due to 
administrative inefficiency or to official policy, but in either case it makes the 
operation of industry difficult. There is room for improvement here. 

Low-cost television receivers 

235. Much of what has been written above with reference to th» production of 
•IT  T!  

reniVerS a,,° appHes  to the '»anufacture of monochrome TV 
recovers Technically, one is dealing here with a much more sophisticated product 
nevertheless, low-volume production of monochrome TV receivers does not reabre 
experienced  or  skilled   labour  for  the   actual  assembly  operati•    Techno 
profiaency  ,s  required only  in   the  finding and correction" of ée feetatThe 
production-line repair station and in quality control. 

236. Figure 8 presents a schematic diagram of the organizational structure of a plant 
to produce 1000 monochrome TV receivers monthly from the CKD"condSK 
Obvumsly. staffmg is a matter for local decision; the type of staff indica ed inThe 
diagram ,s offered only as a general guide. While the shown ratio of 7 „«p^¿,£¡ 
(supervisory) personnel to 43 direct-production personnel is not particS 
favourable, it has been found to be suitable for an aVsembly p|an» o tfflïï and 
kind. Also, as production volume increases, the ratio will change te peÏÏ a muïh 
higher proportion of productive to nonproductive personnel 

MANUFACTURING 
SUPERINTENDENT 

i      ASSE 

Un 
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ASSEMBLY AND 
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REPAIR AND WAREHOUSING 
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Figure S.     Block diumm of the organizational structure of an assembly plant that produces 
1,000 monochrome TV receivers monthly from the CKD condition. 
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Production techr.iques 

237. Most of the TV receivers manufactured today are produced on high-volume 
automated lines. Process information from such lines would be of little use to the 
small assembler even if it were made available to him. One technique that has proved 
successful for the small assembler is to purchase several complete instruments of the 
type to be purchased in SKD form. At least one sample is retained, without change, 
as a control, and at least one other sample is used for alignment training and 
technician training in defect-finding and troubleshooting. At least one sample is 
completely disassembled, step by step, with each step recorded, both in written form 
and photographically. The positions of the components and the wires are sketched, 
and each part is identified on the bill of materials and on the technical data sheets. 
This disassembly is carried to the point where all parts have been removed and the 
original receiver is now in the form of a complete kit of parts. The process is then 
reversed, and the assembly instructions can be written down. Additional advantages 
of this pro-edure are that the technicians who perform the disassembly become 
completely familiar with the layout of the receiver and with its construction, with 
the original factory wiring, and with the identification of the parts on the bill of 
materials. Furthermore, all wires are cut to the appropriate lengths and can be used 
to set up the cutting templates for the new assembly process. 

Typical assembly process for monochrome TV sets 

238. Since e^en the simplest TV receiver is a complex piece of equipment, its 
assembly is best considered, not as merely a single series of simple operations, but as 
three successive phases, centred respectively around (a) subassemblies, (b) chassis 
assembly and (c) final assembly, each phase consisting of several steps or 
subdivisions, as shown below. This phase includes, in addition to the subassemblies 
properly speaking, wire stripping and inspection. 

239. Tuner mounting assembly (TMA). The tuner, sometimes called the RF unit, is 
purchased as a single, complete unit ready to be installed in the TMA. Because of the 
complex nature of the tuner and the delicacy of the adjustments to it, it is not wise 
to consider purchasing the tuner as a kit for local assembly. This caution applies even 
more particularly to UHF tuners, since their operating frequencies are much higher, 
making the tuning adjustments and the need for mechanical stability even more 
critical. 

240. Stocks of TMA, with any associated brackets or controls and any connecting 
leads, may be built up ahead of production, and the inventory may be inspected and 
stored. When production begins, they can be fed into the chassis assembly position as 
required. As with any other item of subassembly or chassis assembly, it is important 
that they be adequately protected from dust when in storage. 

241. Printed circuit boards. The printed circuit board, sometimes called the printed 
wiring card, is ideally suited to subassembly techniques. It may be assembled, 
soldered, inspected and, in some instances, electrically tested before being installed in 
the chassis. In most designs the printed circuit board (s) contains as much as 90 per 
cent of the receiver circuitry, a fact that serves to emphasize the need for care in its 
assembly. Its use also serves to reduce, both in quantity and complexity, the 
remaining chassis wiring. 
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-4 During the start-up period of circuit-board assembly, it is especially important 
for the assembly operators to work with sample boards in front of them so ha ^ 
assembly process may be continually self-monitored. In very low-volume production 
operafon., one operator can handle the entire assembly requirement A» 
components should be arranged for maximum ease of assembly/Even when only one 
pnnted circuit hoard assembly operator is doing the work, the process should be laid 
out m its successive stages, each position having its own sample board and its own 
array of parts. Since a single misplaced, incorrect or missing component will later 
result ,n a great deal of lost time for repair, it is essential that each assembly operato 
have a simple means of checking the correctness of his work. This TeX 
accomplished by fabricating a flat mask of thin plastic or metal with holes accurately 
cut to indicate the precise position of each component to be installed in each 
assembly position. After the assembly operation, the mask is placed over the prin ed 

evident * mÌMÌng " inc°rrect,y niounted component, will immediately be 

Ì1LSÌ,7le WO°K,en °r metal jigS' Whidl Can ** made ,ocal|y- ««ve as loading jigs 
durmg the assembly process. On completion of component loading  the board is 
ready for soldering This may be done by individual spot soldering oíby making usi 
of a simple d.p-soldertng technique. Immediately before soldering a flux soluion u 
applied to the side of the board to be soldered. This is best die with asn^ï Z 
gun  of   he type  used  for paint  spraying.  The   actual dip so dermTmay bl 
accomphshed by the use of a simple wooden jig to support the boardTy ¡tTedges 
The board ,s then lowered to the surface of the sold« pot. A 4-seconÍ • float* s 
usually sufficient when the solder temperature is maintained at 450°F (232°C   Afte 
coobng, a further half-second "float" will serve to remove any excess solder The 
board ,s then cleaned, excess wire lengths are clipped off, solLr bridg^beween 
opper tracks are removed, and both sides are carefully inspected. ThTLSn 

po^on.reS COrreCtÌOnS WU1 VKgay redUCe the re*ction rate at the ralS 

244. Wire stripping.  In the process of subassembly and chassis assembly   manv 
connecting wires are used. These wires are usually of varying lengths a^dToloursThe 

STMÄÄ ARS« ridiïSS 
be precut, stripped and stored in bundles for use on the assembly line 

245. Miscellaneous subassemblies. The most important nf thaM  *u   u- u    , 
cage, is sometimes called the extra high tnsZ (ErfT)   ox   h ^J1^0«**' 
components and  the  high voltage  (EHT) íéctifler  tube   Th •$ ""í 
suba^mbled for later instaüation^n ^ 

.^.Stat ctlba!Semb,ÍeS ShüUld b£ ^Cted M°« •"* « — for 
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CHASSIS ASSEMBLY 

247. In addition to actual assembly operations, the chassis-assembly phase also 
includes some testing and inspection procedures. 

248. Riveting. Before the chassis is ready to receive any electrical components all 
needed mechanical brackets, sockets, terminals and the like must be attached to it 
This is usually done by riveting, although screwing and bolting are also used in some 
designs. Since the average chassis will require several sizes of rivets and the number of 
riveting machines is usually limited, all operations using the same size of rivet can be 
performed at the same time on a large group of chassis. The setup of the riveting 
machine can then be altered to suit another size of rivet, and all operations requiring 
that size can then be carried out. 

249. Component mounting. This part of the assembly process covers the mechanical 
mounting to the chassis of components that are mounted directly to the chassis 
These will include the power transformer, electrolytic capacitors, filter choke, power 
connectors etc. These components are nomially screwed or bolted to the chassis to 
facilitate their removal should service be required at a later date. 

250. Printed circuit board mounting. The printed circuit board, having been 
completely subassembled and inspected, is now mounted to the chassis and the 
connecting wires are installed and soldered. Printed circuit boards are normally 
mounted by eyelets. Eyeleting can be done by a riveter on a machine set up for this 
purpose. 

251 Chassis wiring. At this stage the rest of the chassis components are mounted or 
installed. All connecting leads are added and all connexions soldered by hand During 
this operation a sample chassis should be used for guidance, or drawings may be 
prepared illustrating each part and each wire and its connexion. Because of the ease 
with which wiring errors can occur during chassis wiring, the process should be 
divided among several operators; as many as 6 chassis-wiring operators may be 
needed to wire 50 chassis per day correctly. The soldering is particularly important, 
and careful instruction in soldering technique is required. After this stage in the 
assembly process, the chassis is complete, and all subassemblies should have been 
installed and connected. 

252. Inspection The most critical inspection occurs at this point. The entire chassis 
must be inspected for missing parts, wrong parts, wiring, tightness of components 
and soldering. It may be of interest to note that most in-plant quality problems are 
the result of improper soldering. 

253. Testing and alignment. The exact steps in routine testing and alignment will 
vary with the individual set design. Generally, the operation will be as follows: 

Resistance test for power-supply short circuits; 

Application of power and measurement of power-supply voltages; 

Power is disconnected and the chassis is connected to an oscilloscope and 
deflection yoke, a speaker, and the test-alignment equipment specified by the 
set manufacturer; 
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Power is reapplied, and the circuits are checked for operation of video and 
deflection circuits and for noise from the speaker; 

The specified alignment process is performed to cover the following circuits' 
tuner/IF link; picture IF: over-all response; and sound IF 

At the completion of the testing and alignment, the chassis is complete and in 
operating condition. It is now ready for installation in the cabinet. It is at this stage 
that operational defects first occur, and for this reason the repair bench is usually 
adjacent to the testing and alignment positions V 

FINAL ASSEMBLY 

254   During the phase of final assembly the TV receiver takes the form in which the 
customer  will  receive and use it. Consequently, all work must be  perfomied 

pSeedybeÍonw.inSPeCtÍOn and •'mg mUSt be th0rüUgh- The variousPstePs are 

255. Installation of the mask and the picture tube in the cabinet. In most receivers 
th, mask that frames the picture tube also forms the front panel oT the se The 
speaker is also installed at this point. 

256. Installation of the chassis in the cabinet. The completed chassis, with the TMA 
uxd.ary controls and antenna terminals, is installed and secured to the cabfnel: The* 

front pane, ,nm and knobs are attached flnd the icture_tube neck • cab"• •e 
as the deflection yoke are placed in position. components sucri 

257. Final setup and adjustment. At this point the receiver is given an over-all operatlünal check   f all functk)ns The ¡^ "given an over,I 

theLCmg SÛT* Pattem 8enerat0r- P,US a S0Und "*** «* A¡ 
Tuner operation Centring 

Control operation Height 
Focus Width 

Automatic gain control ( AGC) setup       Linearity 
Picture tilt ' 

SAÏÏiJîînïrf    """ ÍnSPeC,Í0n M0K ,he in8tram•' * P«** «I mereiore covers all items of appearance and operation 

ÉËmmÊsiÊÊi 
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Qualify control 

260. It is nvich better and easier to create an initial image of good qiuliu in a 
consumer market than it is to correct an image of poor qualm SmnlarK. on the 
production line it is better and easier (and also less costly) to assemble the product 
correctly than to assemble it carelessly and have to repair it I he personnel 
responsible for inspection and testing have a very important task, which usually 
demands a greater degree of intelligence than many other tasks and could cam an 
incentive in the form of higher wage rates. 

261. Quality control can take many forms. Major companies spend large sums of 
money to assure the best possible performance and durability of their products. 
Television assembly in developing countries is generally started with SKD kits 
representing a quality product of proven design. Such products will, when assembled, 
tested and properly aligned, be of good quality and perform well, since a certain 
amount of quality control will be built into them. This does not, however, relieve the 
assembler from any of his responsibilities for product quality. 

262. Quality control begins when the first parts arrive at the factory. Goods-in 
inspection should be instituted to check quantities and correctness of parts against 
the bills of materials or parts lists. In some instances drawings will be supplied by the 
vendor. Simple electrical tests can be performed, where applicable, as a means of 
indentifying defective components before they arrive on the production line. 

263. Production inspection can be set up as follows: 

One inspector for all subassemblies. Inspection routines will cover soldering, 
correctness of parts, missing parts and the length of the leads. 

One or two inspectors for printed circuit boards. They may also be responsible 
for cleaning and repairing soldering defects as part of the inspection routine. 
They will inspect for poor soldering, missing solder, incorrect parts, loose parts 
and broken parts. 

One inspector for chassis assembly. Here the inspection routine will cover 
wiring, poor soldering, loose parts, missing parts and incorrect parts. 

One inspector for final assembly. The inspection routine at this stage must 
cover all items of appearance and operation. 

264. After each of the above inspection operations, the inspector should initial or 
stamp a part of the chassis in a predetermined spot with an ^identification to 
indicate that the inspection has been carried out, by whom, and the date, which may 
be taken from the normal calendar or from the factory calendar. 

265. For guidance, the following specific checks should be performed: 
Visual checks: 

Check that all parts and valves have been properly installed. 
Check speaker wiring and mounting. 
Check all wiring, tube leads, leads near hot valves, ground wires, tuner 
leads, auxiliary control leads etc. 
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Cheek all screws for tightness, stripped threads etc. 
Check for loose material inside the cabinet 

iimaÄ,L'P,'Can,,re a"d C""J"i"" "' "» "'ask' *-*•.*«««« 
Check the face of the tube for marks or foreign material, 

electrical and performance tests: 

Check picture on received test signal for brightness, focus, definition 

Sl'^tni/atiun stab,li/y'mi*'arcing-smear- «*«-«»" s r,ÏÏAnn,nn8, c,g,,,•lmear,ty- width'and •*'"" flas^ 

Make sure all controls have been checked for proper operation This will 
include channel selector and fine-tuning controls. 

Hacking spot check: 

At least twice each day. check a completely packed set for adequacy of 
packing, secuntv of taping, foreign material in carton, presence ofSrií 

:;r:;io:tScother • -"» ~ "A! 
Check over-all appearance. 

Final note on production techniques 

amn.rL The Su e best   u,,ed ,,     TT"' PraC'ke • lhe ¡»""»rtalized 
•I- -deriying ¡nt^pt:',,!" ' ÄTS^ re,a,ed t0 

is a function of a number of has <• L.,m»«„     u      Í       y     '" """«•"nem. it 
Place in speciftc InduZenví•T°" •"""" "" n,"Ure °f >*0<"e and "»" 

prolcF:; iïea:r':„ *rnHTríseó'«h
eechniq;e is r °niy m «nu«« 

people engaged ta"cSS lÄ^^^'Ä? ""'^ •«-»* 
satisfaction and work stvlp »„, h» turope, where the questions of job 
what can on?be alLd foe dl« T"8 ,nc?sin8»y imP°^ in the process of 
to be introduced t¡Le thetTivid^ ^ °f'"^ "eW techniques L having 
the finished product8 A c« fo •L,X f^ ^ ^ of resP°"^ility foï 
whereby small groups of workers ^ V ^chiuque known as the "cell system", 
article, from sta 74ish7n£," 07u ?ZT'* *" the assemblV of »he complete 
monitor production tiTwoS fo« „f 7 ,* C?nve/°r'belt SyStem t0 °'ganize and 
of discrete groups or produ tion celh iPiTU•iaT factory is d^ided into a number 
handled by LernblersÄ to^Ì^,^robta".rf *•"-«" are 
proved to be a distinct advantage. '   "d ,fl many ,nstances this has 
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26«). By and large, however, most radio and IV assembly is earned ,,„i „„ ,h, 
conveyonzed assembly-line principle. In Argentina, lor example, it has been l.mnd 
that the most economic unit for the series production o! IV receivers is based on , 
4-mmute cycle. Parallel working has been introduced as the most effective means o'l 
compensating for absences and of ensuring better quality control 

270. In Hungary, TV receiver production is based on an 8-hour total assembly time 
using a 4-minute cycle. In the United States, cycle time, defined as the length of time 
each operator spends on his particular assignment, has been reduced to 40 seconds 
In effect the chassis never stops moving along the belt; the belt speed is used to 
dictate the length of the cycle time where adjustments are calL J for. In the Federal 
Republic of Germany, the cycle time used in the production of TV receivers is 
nominally 35 seconds. Needless to say, with such reduced cycle times the system 
must be capable of dealing adequately with all exigencies. 

Telecommunications equipment 

271. With most kinds of telecommunications equipment, the sequence of the basic 
steps of manufacture is as follows: 

1. Rack testing; 
2. Rack assembly ; 
3. Sub-rack testing; 
4. Sub-rack assembly; 
5. Cabling; 
6. Printed-circuit testing; 
7. Printed-circuit assembly; 
8. incoming inspection: electrical and mechanical; 
9. Manufacture of printed-circuit boards; 

10. Framework manufacture; 
11. Coil assembly and testing; 
12. Coil winding; 
13. Production of metal piece parts; 
14. Plating; 
15. Moulding plastic parts; 
16. Manufacture of jacks and plugs; 
17. Tool manufacture; 
18. Manufacture of components. 

(Step No. 18 may be considered a separate industry.) 

272. Following the above sequence, the degree of manufacturing can be roughly 
graded into five different levels, ranging from stage 1 (complete assembly from 
purchased  parts)  through   stage   V  (complete   production  from  manufactured 



Steps included 

1 •   .   . 5 
1 ... H 
1 ... 12 
1 ... 15 
i ... 17 

AV'/fTír of manufacture 

(pure assembly) 
II 
III 
IV 

(complete manufacture) ,-  ...r.»,,v iiiaiiuiacuire) 

«h or ,h. baslc ope-ic«. b«^UteA,,ïr,y fur,her suMivwe 

274.  Obviously,   the   ultimate   .;„,    <• 

concerned will be to pro^o ^ : much AT ^ °f "" Ministration 
highest degree of manufacture that ¡Z c î1* e^P""nt as P°«ible. with the 
Producing quite different eleme. s aS^^f6*^^5^^ 
operators, using the same equipment evenni I'3" *? Performed by «« urne 
leads automatically to the accent! ¡r Ugh the tools maV differ. This concent 
the Producer starîs wi* *X.Ï•° '£W °f ^^^in^S 
equjpment as defined by his marlon 1 , ?f the most Promising type of 
manufacture. Other produc mav h/ ïf ?' a"d gradua,,y rais« the degree of 

indicates the feaSibi,ity^ftlm:c%Luctdn.aS ^ " *" V°'Ume A"ï 

77* /im/tt of economic production 

2^T^V^^:^ %** «**»., is conce•,, an 
production. This volume can be I "nHiL Y 'S the ,ower ,j•t for economic 
100,000 to 200,000 is con em^l at d'' om"e Tt "f^" Where » °"f 
machmes will require separate ¿Ss. *e Subasser»»>ly work, relays and 

276. As shown in table in   th* UK 

widely both as regards the indiviafitel'änd' "" 'T Mephonc ,ines will vary 
type of exchange concerned. • a"d aS re«ards the totals, according to Z 

Production strategy 

%M ¡¡s^Äs^^Jir*^ i»*— win b. 
e co„lmunica,ions . have be „ ¿7u^7„ y aVa"ablt ln coum*» where 

found necessary to build up , mecTan£ ' 'l f*"' years' '« has «»"ally been 
capacmes for repair «,k andloÔlmS^ """"""P of considerable size" S 

278    I 

^^^^^¡^t^ST^,'^ d0CT not tavoive 
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TABLi:    10.     AVI-RAG1-:    LABOUR    INPUT    PI R    I nm    i mi •*    ,,„, 

«oo«-noN. ASS,MBLY  AND iNSP.r^oN^'IZ^rví,, °o, •ÏSNÎ 
EXCHANGES "LiniUNI 

(Man-hours) 

Component production 

Pressing 
Milling 

Automatic tools 
Turret lathe work 
Drilling 

Toolmaking 
Fitting 

Casting 

Plastics 

Mechanical work 

Rotarv 

Types of telephone exchange 

Crossbar with 
electronic 
control 

1,200 1,000 
400 200 

1,000 600 
700 200 
700 300 
400 100 

1,400 2,300 
100 — 

800 1,500 
500 10,000 

Crossbar with 
electromechanical 
control 

Type I Type 2 

1,600 800 
200 100 

1,600 1,000 
400 200 
700 400 
400 200 

2,600 1,400 
100 — 

2,500 1,500 
1,000 700 

Assembly 

Switches 

Relays 

Other devices 
Cabling 

Final assembly 

4,700 
4,000 

4,200 
3,700 

5,400 
2,300 

3,300 
3,800 

1,100 

11,000 

600 

2.800 

100 

12,000 

7,100 

11,000 

7,800 

4.500 

7,000 

Control 

Electrical tests 

Total 

20  16,000 

27,820  43,900 

500 300 

50.800  31,500 
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f 

coaxial cable carrier equipment a H mTIT       T "* ^ Cable carrier systems- 
be introduced progre   vX^s¿17^ f'" ^U'Pment Th^e items would 

adn,,„is,,a
Pive   r„b e,í w ;;re ,Te?n,Thl "7   «?'"  """">»  "»aid  present 

.o subdivide the operaUon * " °f """^ are rel"uired' « " «ivtoable 

Plant location 

facilities* and equipme„ A« he s • ti• Tetff ',,b°Ur *"* ' •« °f "*" 
chosen will, care especially with «TL r' l"dustn»1 environment should be 
an equable „ne.       P       *        re8a'd '° futurc "«elopment. The best climate is 

Callaboration with foreign partners 

fi lizzitirv'ditâdvte,rommunications***»***«MMy 

example of good planning in this resect 'Stan Pr°Vides a classic 

285. When   Pakistan   came   into   existence   in   IQ¿7 
telecommunications network existed it U,«K A ¿ y a very «««Nuate 
province and could not meet xl need o7 • °" *' re<aUire•"" of a former 
Government made a contrlcV^W i^S^^ !"F i"'? Pf«-» 
Germany) providing for the erection of ,U"a"a,ske A-G. (Federal Republic of 
telephone receivers yearly and thTZhlL * T** °f Producin8 •00 
contract, which was of the um kevT- ^ -^ 7,°°° *Ubxrii*r*- ThiS 

installation, personnel tranL Idi onT/ Pr°V,de,d f°f the entire P,an•8. 
profitability had been reached P        "   Until  a"  ^^-upon  level  of 
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by<t,j^r^s,ry^isTmbled;rom in,portcd—-» -de 
Pitching equipment was begunandtt T""*^ °f manual and au!«matic 
carrier-frequency equipment las' TlnLTT^ ? ^ eXchanacs' •» 
Paper capacitors, Styroflex canadtors wt ^^^ently. The manufacture of 
^.^¿^A^lr¿^ '•* was also 

special equipment as £•^^!&t^ •UfKt•d'***"*""* « 
company in the Federal Republt of Gelinv n°W, eXPürts Parts •« the parent 
idea of multinational mwuf«• « ï„^T„^m. hT* *' '° Üther CÜUntries" ai,d the 

idea is of prime importance anìlfìZÌ2* ^.'StCP nearer tü realization •" 
form the basis of a new phVosoohv „ >• I**"?" '" ori«inato«- » could well 
the developing countriel PhliOSOphy °f co^P"at.on between the industrialized and 

Staffing problems 

SJ1Ä £ riwn "Tr¡ty rid *e ciear,y defi"ed «" *e 
Controller, the Personnel^ MeagerP^dX^SSiï * » ^«-•« Fin«cùu 
appointed and be functioning forTle^t six Lnt^tf ^f f°U,d have been 

operation. A Board of Directors summerì Z rì**• the faCt0ry com« into 
good knowledge of industry shouldEh ? a SUffîaent number of Pe°P>e with 
project. g ^ Sh0U,d also have been ^Pointed before the start of the 

tl9con^ «   essential   to   the   success   of  any 
developing countr^^ °¡¡this «Hb« is scarce in most 
Project, to find and train TanaZ In anv1 ^ *.** ear,y "•*• of the 

Fund, this is a requirement tTwhlT'J*\K 
P JCCt fìnanced ^ the UNDP Special 

higher and middle man"g m^n should t't "TKT * 3ttached- Ide-»y both 
production. g ,10Uld be tratned before the factory goes into 

-^^^ countries have long been 
pool of well-trained wCTmmv^ftl^ A* * """ï' **" is a co•derable 
To avoid the drain of skildTbour I IT' "0tab,y in Africa" countries, 
developing countries must (ovidl ZnT ^°PJ t0 develoPed countrie^ 
f' rself-development. P ale"ted and ab,e '"dividuals with opportunities 

Plant layout 

subassemblies and the final orodur? »h ,1°mh' manufactured components, 
has shown that Poor«^CllLtT^ the manufact"ring system. Experience 
wastage of time, effort L X^ht ^U* reSP°nSÍble for more undetected 

layout of the factorv it of nnm * f a"y °ther ""^ factor- Th«", the correct 
only to weîquïSd i^T1* ,mPOrtanCe and itS e,aboration shou'd "e entrusted 
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be mad^ ,C ¿ CTw 'Vi haSÍS °f data "*«** the P~-^ «o 
The object o LÏIÎ J ? ' "? -T? paSS bcforc "«* • completed, 
to determine orrec . lacenIn, r P T*"•1**•*** «*t, to a minimum and 
probablyTe b s  ?o  „n^lr   maf'7>\ A P-cess-cum-product layout is 

conduits for cab.es. compXÍti^t^ su^^td" • ° T ,hit ^ 
are planned correctly. Provision must also be m&ioTdZ^^"* *****"" 
moulding shops and for efficient fume extraction fZ •,t?0,l?ct.,on systems in 

effluent from electroplating shops must alsohS H -ÏÏ electroPlat,ng shoP*- The 
wastes into the nearest river I aT Umed tn Í T I'16 CUSt°m °f dumPin« su<* 
and the United States i "to"eîtenï^Tï °, * ^^ hnd**P° ofEuroPe 
just beginning to be aroutd | ^ "SPt cou^lrt * ^ ^^ fa °^ 
wastes could be a very much moreserious¡ nrXm Í ' nverPol,utlon bV industrial 
million of copper contaminaron ¡nr  P ' °f eXample' on|y a few P«t» Per 
downstream CtC n pine" T,°n " entte f,sh •***" 
serious enough, but iöme Solf     P ."* U",ted StateMhis would be 
livelihood for fhhin. ïeioto down?/?8     "í f " C°U,d reSU,t in the lo» of 
population. 8 P   P eS d0Wnstream «nd of an essential item of diet for the 

-A equipment does not evolve 
The fingísÄi?^ 

ov'er a^Ä2^0 25^ *Z•nt ** ^ected «P«*» of the industry 
as univers, as possible ^^^^^¡^^ * «*" 

Materials handling 

«it ÎhV'pLS'of.ilr (l'500-2'0«') - >h« large variety of 
«ore mus, be well orgSThe ¡luTZZZ'T^^^ "» "•*** 
consumption-guided. With , „roducl„ S TV " e"her P'^'Hon-guided o, 
ta.egra.ed with product! K^nlrtL **""• '"" mi °'d'•« - 
materials flow is guided by actual coZmnti• , A ,c°nSUm|"io"-«uided K»tan, 
stock balances. consumption and the maintenance of minimum 

•^^\•;iö•L*Z*P~ are„ «—»««*«-: «Uh 
apply lo the manufacture oX1„ZI« ? eraploye<l; ,hese Principi« 

obtaining requirements to maintain •il v extended lead times involved in 
»pec. of organization ^^^1^^^' T'0«*• ot <* 
down because of the lack of some smSs^ "        hm had '° close 
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wl, e the workin^capital Ä^ X KT * deVClüP'n8 C°Un,rieS- 

^^é^Zn^^S^ the PrüdUCtÍOn area ÍS "—* f" 
position minimizes tin, ë'art wa^P?•1» ^ ^ aBemb,y °Perator's 

handling and location of "m^nent si e 's TM* f in*rtin* Parts' • 
goods-inwards warehouse, ti e I SueUcn a ,? ^ 'tUdyJn the layout of the 

effective system is to arrant J'"' a"d at each work Position. An 
production" a" Ä^ f 7•"^^ *'«*ou« "> release to th 
complete one full day's produc on' VlXT"* ^ "T^ Cakulated * 
the immediate work arewS hev re u ,',thH

es?1
mate";^ *ould be moved to 

most effectively with small hlZ     V .f^ Movement can be accomplished 
parts such »mehZt^^J ^^ m* Iai8er flat dollies for '^e 
parts may be "ransfered f ^S • "• ^ at ^ W°rk area' ^ 
instances it can be arrangedI to. «Ä^mhlv" ^"f d"rin8 thC day" In Some 

that all will be ready forthe Ä^Ä• "*' n0•al Worki"S hours so 

^X-JS^ ••^   «""«*   ca.•,   be 
invento'ry records, but £"í no o 1  r wav of t '""^ °f ^^ aCCUrate 

possible pilferage and ma e al" beat«?* T* 'T* °f USe of materiaJs *«d 
card-index fde.QuantitirTatrJS H "!,np,e

I
and effective system us" a 

me, which is referen" ed for eacHtem íhe Id °re\!°catio" are «teied » a card 
movement of each part and wm in.tTnH A "!the" Used to record the precise 
item. As each movemen of p ,, to th/ ' ?* • the St°Ck 'eVel °f that P«^" 
date and m^ntoryZ^T^/^011 "" **** plaCe< the 1"»«*. 
receipt of a part is entered LT/ C aPProPriate caid. Similarly, each 
updated JF^*^^•"? ,balance esta»ed on a conLaly 

performance of an industriandT^ZTo^t ÎV^^ '" """to" the t0ta» progress. y important as the accurate assessment of work in 

arriving in . damaged coJZTTLZZTh^^11"^^^^ 
extremely high, and goods canZenhlu ¿^ ^ Pl,ferage en route is «ho 
months for cSLms clearanceand2ÌJ ^ " E°rtS °f arrival for two °' three 
capital is needlesTlv  ITun fnr . ^ î"° °r three months fa trans" Valuable 
foreign exch^^lt^^^.^ that have to be Pa«d *>r in 
for damage and loss !s m^imallt k l?t Y 'üí* í0mMtic currcnc^ and the *turn 
the most careful pack.r W of th 7^ ah° that dama*e ^curs even with 
difficult to accountt?inn8anyoTherwat        ^ ""* * ""*"' ^ °f ft ¡S 

2?h.2^ ,0T fa *»* •*< be accepted as one of 
at seaports »nd^^^tu^^111"1^ the authori^ handling goods 
improvements ha made over Z Tr "'* ^^ md etiuiPment Some 

The immediate effects^oïb^d hand in        '  fCW ^ bUt many more arc necded. 
the economy .^ h«te ^^assess t?Zl?   V° *e: U,C effeCtS °f such dama^ »" y    c .idruer io assess, but they can be very serious indeed. 
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Some special [iroblvms 
30.1  In  addition  to  the  more  ynu-r-.i t.i, 
above, several particular prob km aa-af «l, tCO,,,mun,!:atiü»» P'»Me,n8 considered 
«^communications I1C,WI £ ¿^na;:,!|",,ün- •c» •'«* W rural 
maintainability of equipment. ' l'PP',CS   a"d   <c>    reliability   and 

RIRAI 
IIIKOMMIINKAIIONSMTWOKKS 

telecommunications ¿H b )rb
d
ed

hf   P~P»rt»o„ of the national budget for 
problem of providing rural telecommunicatil """• Neverthe,es°- *e acute 
areas is one that is of grea, concen   to ^«tensive, sparsely populated 
providing physical lines wo u      ^ro^ itive vet ¡üT" T"^ The ^ of 
systems would bring considerable andlmÄ 
a* Argentina, where the rural areas ^t^^ 

Çin^S^:^^:^^;;-r^J->"--,nicatio„s is produced in very few of 

efforts to cope with this probm Some "fi ¡Tt^• irc maki~s 
and UHF transceivers. Small transisteiT * bee" WOrkin8 on s•ll VHF 
small automatic exchange ÄÄ^! .^""T"' is a,so availab^ as are 
Periods (for example. 5 years in th Li , ' T ^ mn «"attended for long 
carrier equipment (60 to 350 ¿ÏAl^Africa has designed rural 

a low-capacity tropospheric-scatter s^l m^gerL X ^ *"** haS insta,led 

AIí Äf^s?^«?-^—is perhaps 
with transceivers powered by ZZfjlT^ from AuStralia" «¿rience 
speaking, development of nnftlZZ • generators However, generally 
""systematically and in tohJltSÏÏT Ï" ^ Ca*ed ^ 
th.s ent,re problem, for it would iem^o ¿ Î !"" f°r a thoi°u«h»'vey of 
countries. The survey would need toTndudl ! f•*• t0 most doping 
Particular attention should be pj? ,o thî t^oeT ?"* »f «iuiP-«nt noed^md 
equipment would have to operate VPCS °f envir°nment in which the 

307.  The idea that the PTT aA   • • 

joint meetings to disc'uss ¡Id delTmut^ "l^^ C°UntrieS should hold 
requirements has much to recommend it r« •/ í^• m the area of equipment 
Poo ing of these requiremenss• 1„Joí^ *""»* COUÍd «*n.e frT he 
method of interesting equipment manuKren" "" ^^ the «* e~ 

308.  There 
POWFR SUPPLIES 

is   a 

telecomm,Vnicati0; ^wort' i^te•'*"'1? P°We' SUppUes for "wl 
d»stribution systems. This matter has been . "*" ^ b* nati°nal Power- 
'arser manufacture, Howeve^^ ¿^t^~ * ^ - 
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maintenance   is   essenti)!    This   *h,i;». u    "-ml,erdlurt   with   little  or  no 

•mpe.viousncss ,„ ^Umpa¡•l t ' „ f^    .J^ "*   Le"'8"   *"? , "f 

this might be an area in which 1INI1V1 Hi,. as bee" su8S«tcd that 
produce* specifica, o Sand tignp^amet AT 77°" f" dwluP•<» '" 
desiraoility of eventual local mZfaTre '"""^ ^""^ '" mind "* 

Telephone Ä^Ä^Ä;..^ 'C1Da/r'^ ">' 

"Are•'wnl'^ï8 - «>^ •• Ä-Xt 
is frequently veryloT TheSudan Tl.'7••'««or.s stations go out of action 

equíp^f ¿attMs'y„ftr;
elfÍU^ Sh0Uld be de*ed - "-" <"«» 

they specify and of the JZ e,a"areness of lhe ca"** of failure of the components 
typM reaction .„ 1„ ^"'."f e•">•ental differences can have on them The 

however; «ItìSTlnS^to^iÌ.'rr^ ThÌS " ' t*"8"01" pr0cedure' 
»Plications may he poiS;t«ÎLAS>

Ciro^1
,*"-l||ta 

exoemive F„, til    i   ;• '      hls come>"'doe! no1 necessarily mean the most 
"Eon M^ITIT"" kÌnd °f ,M,i"8 MHy is •"*•« where detled 

SUbstJtidcat^^dTo¡nT
PP^    •      °rat0ly   iS   n°'   "I"''«11   t0   P"*"« 

toe wi r, m«ru3, « sZ'T T^" re,liab"i,y- Much 8°°d wurk <*" •* n instruments as simple as a hammer and a magnifying glass. The cost of 
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assembly, for example, if    Acted     n"   If    ",,a»,hürizcd """» in equipment 
of dollars to rectify. natteLttd- "«' ""* faults that may take many thousands 

Some conclusions 

Communierons syLÍsV^ ""^^ aspect8 tl,e P^Wem. of the 
industrialized coumriefä d.ht^Ä«" « ^^ ^ ^ ta the 

manufacture. No universally ac Intthf C Carned üver ink) the area of 
equipment is availaW "e^^—^ V• ^ ^ ^ 
developing countries, but it w I 0M ferii J I> *T ^ might We" interest 

however, be means of intercom! on h   1     M °,,1Cr netW°rks- There mu«, 
and translation equipment rexrn,•e^T„n "l?"61"0*» ^different countries 
not conform to tl/cCTT C<£ Z,'"£," * "T'1"" eqUÍpment that doe 

national/international networks bul oXór 'Tri " ,°n "" ^"^ of the 

the* peripheral systems will I ave t be reni HT * ^ period- Eventually 
traffic creates traffic, and the pre su e J f ^ fndardized ^'ems, since 
volume of traffic that must be handled grow"       Standard,zat'°" *¡" increase as the 

'^TuS^S^'t«» Í % Pr0dUCe "»*-* but not 
most modem ttkconrnmZZ^LTE?*^ * î°U,d be noted that *» 
locai manufacture. Equipment should ÏL " ^ °f reaSOns< unsuitab'* for 
recommendations, especially wher^ ,ontL^T W,th ^ CC,TT and C• 
interface with internaUonaUircuTs AîlCeÎ2:neX,0,n?are inVolved •d where 
and protected by adherence to the *¿X¿%^S^ -«- 

»idea! for large urban areas an ¡ the fh^ I   ,%   ' T^ ¡S in ^ wide "« and 
PTT administrations are faced wi Î, tt H . 'T'V ¡" the dev*'°Pment stage, 
provides for complete compTtfbiS^S o •f Ch°°SÍng ' baSÍC **" that 

needs and will respond to the lon¡lZdeXZZZ T* "*" °W" particuIar 

communications requirements. A siglar dle^f ^C°U"try in ter•ofits 
long-distance equipment whether to oDl J«em• faces the"> ¡n the choice of 
systems. Obviously, the „ature o ^Ä,

^^d^í ~?U w •«c«^ 
mfluence on the choice, as will the ultimoII" fT* W'" have a decis*e 
that is to say, comp|ete ^^¿'^^^^f^^Uonne^^^^ 
standards. c accessibility In conformity with international 

317. Equipment with built-in safety factors k wm 
rel.abU.ty and to reduce repair time and the nl recom

r
mended « order to increase 

of spare parts. Obviously,^ ceTaL ptetaT„VV ^ Car^in8 """y inventories 
nothing more than humar¡error in the S^n^T*' faÜU'e results f• 
surve.llance are required to fninùîto^A,r?* MCwto^,e^cat^«d 
component damage in «mbTSd ¡l^l^^J01-1 eUmina«on of 
bemgs are involved in the process PP       ° be mP°^^ « long as human 
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hlîZ£Al,y- ava"abili,y md main,ainabUi*',TU is °< •»-« «w- 
InCCITT: 

Special Joint Study Group C (CCITT/CCIR) (Circuit Noise): 

Question 12/C-Defmitions and general studies relating to reliability. 
Study Group IV (Maintenance): 

Question     15/IV Application of quality control to maintenance 
methods. 

Effect on maintenance of the introduction of 
new components and modern types of equio- 
ment. n v 

Measurement of the reliability of leased inter- 
national circuits. 

Influence of human factors on reliability. 

17/IV 

22/IV 

23/IV 

In CCIR. 

Special Joint Study Group C (see CCITT above). 

Study Group IX (Radio-relay Systems)- 

ÄSr <'X>-R"y *— for aphony. 
Study Group XIV (Vocabulary). 

InlEC: 

Technical Committee 1-Vocabulary: 

Publication 271    Preliminary   list   of  basic   terms   and  definitions 
ipphcable to reliability of electronic equipment and 
their components (or replacement parts). 

Publication 272    Preliminary consideration of reliability. 

By all three: 

Joint Working Group on Terminology (CCITT, CCIR, 1EC). 

by UNIDO and ITU. Some sort of clearinghouse is needed for information on: 

The spec.al maintenance problems encountered in developing countries; 

Design requirements for reliability and maintainability; 

The characteristics and relative advantages of various switching systems; 
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Programmed control equipment; 

ìlio analysis of equipment failures; 

SpecitÍcjiÚMis for ihe minimi/ation of equipment failures; 

evaluation data on components currently available; 

ihe application of «he diode noise analyser and other simple equipment to the 
problem ot effect.ve. non-destructive screening of components. 

D.     DISTRIBUTION AND SERVICING 

rleeive^^ir.rrnblr **"? ^ Cl.,nCemcd SpedficaJ|y with low"c^ radio and TV 
£wM -d P"**"«. borage, 
countries were all conLtL  Tt Serv,cm8 of such equipment in developing 

Distribution 

ÏÏiïÏÏtXZ te^ret-fTlí •" ,he Í.**« '"^' °f lh< P<°d"« 
guaran.« ¿ïï^o^^AÎÎ.&to'*"* ""' " «*<f 

market surveys a„d product engineering. PP S 'S 'he pUrpose of 

•^TJltZoZ^Zi^L'ü "?dis,ribu,ion of ,ow-•' <«di° 
countries, mistakes ta tte S of 1*T,"" of/•'ec'ure- '" <"« industrialized 
industries to M tbl any olr tZt rS ""' d,s,,ibuti°" h• caused more 

marketing in a consumtoriented society ' ' *" 'mPOrtanCe 'S a"acW ,0 

mlSriU„gyÍlíronOP,Íf8
i,

COUn,ry' T* depe"dt " «- "»et» of ,he 

us« of PadL  ndTv dt« d¡•Ztniï        '.V ÏÏ* °f P°l,Cy "*"""" *• 
ranged, with a *Ä,tt?»   C'M"ia"> """"""""' "**«• « *• 

."polf Ld^Tre'e'xl^T ¡FT"'"' 'he "<*«. "» — 
distribution channes r•u7red for „dio and lv   U'Í0" Chm"'1' becOTO- Th« 
elaborate than those rehired  o  me saiT ofJL"""* '" ' *** ** """* i     u tor me sale ot ordinary consumer products. It is 
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general practice lor these receivers to be sold with a written nr implied guaianicc Im 
a period varying troni two months to one year. (Hungarian firms arc airrenth 
offering a two-year guarantee on their products.) Iurthermore. with IV leccivers 
there is also the question of installation and the fitting of a suitable antenna With 
both radio and TV, the replacement of defective components and general servicing 
and repair present problems. 

326. In industrialized countries the labour and the capital requirements ut 
distribution are roughly five times higher than those of manufacturing I he reasons 
are quite clear: the movement of supplies ties down a great deal of capital, even more 
than the amounts invented in shops and faetones. Also, installation and servicing 
demand more time than manufacture. It is inevitable, therefore, that more labour 
will be drawn into the distribution channels. 

After nales ser,-ice 

327. The costs generated in the distribution channels, including proper after-sales 
service, must be incorporated into the selling price of the product. It is in the interest 
of all concerned to see that these costs be kept to an absolute minimum. All too 
often, a low price is related to poor servicing, but the satisfaction of the customer is 
related directly to the manner in which the equipment functions in his own home. 
Unless proper functioning can be assured from the start, consumer resistance is likely 
to be encountered and sales will be disappointingly low. 

328. In Hungary, a profit margin on radio and TV receivers of 26 per cent is normal 
when there is no after-sales service. When service is included, a margin ranging 
between 34 and 36 per cent is normal. In the developing countries this margin can 
rise to 50 per cent because of the very much more severe problems encountered in 
the installation and after-sales servicing. This high a margin can apply with some 
justice to TV receivers but is difficult to countenance where radio receivers are 
concerned. 

329. Probably the best solution for enterprises embarking on the manufacture of 
low-cost radio and TV receivers in developing countries would be to arrange for 
servicing to be carried out at the factory. This procedure would have the dual 
advantage of making the factory technical staff :iware of field failure problems and of 
providing in-plant training for service technicians. However, reliability and 
maintainability are basically functions of good design, and good design for a 
developing country must take into account inadequate servicing facilities. The cost of 
after-sales servicing can be significantly reduced by facing the problems at the design 
stage. Plug-in disposable or returnable circuit modules for TV receivers would 
virtually eliminate the need for trained service technicians in the field, and it is not at 
all difficult to build radio receivers capable of functioning for many years without 
failure. There are, for example, numerous valve receivers still in operation that have 
been functioning daily for more than 20 years. By this time, of course, the valves will 
have aged seriously, with a consequent deterioration in perfonnance. The point is 
that they still function. Transistors are said to be more reliable than valves, although 
they have not been in use long enough for an accurate assessment of their ultimate 
reliability. 
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Packing and shipping 

330. Packing and shipping invulve considerations of shape, size, weight, vulnerability 
to transit shocks, vibration, humidity and heat. For radio and TV receivers, an 
excellent form of packing consists of: 

A polyethylene inner wrapper, containing a desiccant such as silica gel, which 
seals the equipment from humidity and dust; 

Expanded polystyrene formers or spacers to insulate the equipment from 
impact shocks occasioned in transit; 

An outer envelope or carton, which ensures, to some extent, the integrity of 
the two inner packings and standardizes the form of the package. 

In the case of radio receivers, individually moulded, expanded polystyrene formers 
become economic for series in excess of 50,000. 

331. In addition to the usual trade marks and publicity, the outer carton should also 
carry some indication of the manner in which the package should be handled 
Attempts have been made to work out a series of universally comprehensible 
symbols, but with limited success. The difficulty is that symbols having a readily 
perceptible meaning in one culture may be enigmatic or even meaningless when 
transferred to another. It is difficult to foresee any solution to this problem. 

332. Telecommunications equipment does not require "packaging" in the accepted 
sense of the term. Packing, however, is very important when equipment must be 
transported and has been the cause of much concern to manufacturers when sending 
equipment to the developing countries. In the effort to ensure that equipment arrives 
intact, almost as much may be spent on the packing as on producing the equipment 
contained in the package-and often to no purpose. The incidence of damage in 
transit between ports of entry and destination remains very high. Where strength and 
solidity of packing have been unable to withstand the handling to which the goods 
have been subjected, some manufacturers have resorted to flimsy packing which 
allows the handlers to see the delicate nature of the equipment contained within it 
Handlers in general have remained singularly unimpressed by such ruses 

TRAINING 

333. Since training is central to industrialization, a separate agenda item was 
devoted to this topic. Training requirements and policies for administrative and 
technical personnel and workers were surveyed. Although training requirements 
differ according to the degree of industrial development of the countries concerned 
training itself remains both an essential element of the infrastructure of industry and 
an integral part of the entire industrial fabric. 

334   In general terms, training for industry is performed by three distinct but 
ideally, not separate institutions, namely, the universities, the technical institutes and 
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industry itself. Eacli institution has an individual role, but there is, and should be, 
some overlapping of function. The universities will be largely concerned with the 
training of engineers and upper management; the technical institutes will be 
concerned with the training of technicians, and industry will deal with the very 
important on-the-job training for personnel from the universities and technical 
institutes and with the adaption to its own specific needs of semi-skilled and 
unskilled personnel. 

335. It is axiomatic that training should be appropriate to the needs of the 
individual and to the situation in which he is to work. In this respect, teaching 
institutions (that is, universities and technical institutes) in many of the developing 
countries are rather deficient, largely because their structures; syllabi and teaching 
methods follow patterns set by industrially advanced countries. All too often 
developing countries have inherited, lock, stock and barrel, educational systems that 
are replicas of ones that formerly existed in France or the United Kingdom and that 
are singularly inappropriate to their real needs, except as conceived in specifically 
European terms. 

336. The main criticism is that most academic courses are too theoretical in their 
approach. Too little emphasis is placed on the actual physical nature and content of 
the work. Students are not trained to tackle the day-to-day physical problems they 
are likely to encounter in their careers. Such a consciously practical orientation is less 
important when training is carried out against a background of high industrial density 
such as would be encountered in Europe and North America, but in the developing 
countries it is exceptionally important. 

337. A primary requirement is, therefore, that curricula be biased heavily towards 
the practical situation. Ideally, the trainee should be taught how to evaluate the 
general economic climate of his country. He should be given an understanding of the 
immediate and long-term objectives of any programme of industrial development and 
be able to relate his individual contribution to that of the industry in which he is 
employed. It is essential to avoid stereotypes. The approach of the trainee to 
problem-solving should be empirical, and his attitude constructive and flexible. He 
must be prepared to adapt, to substitute and to modify according to prevailing 
conditions or the exigencies of the moment. Engineers especially should be given a 
keen awareness of the problems of construction and production. 

338. It should also be recognized, from the outset that, practically everywhere, the 
educational system is itself probably the most technologically backward of all the 
systems by which society seeks to perpetuate or improve its physical conditions. 
There are a number of reasons for this, but the most crucial are possibly the innate 
conservatism of educational systems and the notorious lack of consistency among the 
various philosophies of education that have been proposed from time to time. 
However, recent work, notably in behavioural psychology, has given a much firmer 
foundation to learning theory than it has had in the past and offers a basis for a 
coherent and demonstrably effective system. The benefits of this research should not 
be ignored when new technical institutes are established to provide training for 
industry. 
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•^      I »io spcciah/ed agences of the United Nations can offer extensive assistance to 
ho dou-lopmg countries in the sector of human resources engineering. This assistance 

n a>  take the tonn ot training institutes, consultancy services or fellowships for 
selected candidates. v 

340. I NIDO offers three types of training programmes tailored to suit specific 
needs. , he first type, where the emphasis is on general training, is designed for 
com, nes w.t   a low level of industrial development. Here a multisectoral approach is 

' T,
W
      

m"Pant  grüUp   trail!ing<  •»agement analysis, and consultancy 
serves. The second type is lor countries that already have a more developed 
industrial structure. The emphasis here is on training for management. The third tyoe 
of programme is tor countries with already well-developed industrial structures and 
concentrates on the improvement of management. 

341    UNIDO also offers a three-level programme of ¡„-plant training for graduate 
engineers. Tim programme is carefully adapted to suit the special conditio the 
country where the engineer is employed. The first level of the programme is designed 
to prepare recently graduated engineers for specific jobs in industry. Th   alTto 
bndge the gap between what is supplied by the educational system and thTacual 
knowledge and skills required by the job. The second level   which is the mos 
developed programme offered by UNIDO, is devoted to upgrading the skilho 
middle-level personnel; it is designed for engineers who haïe al ëadv   cquired a 
certain amount of practical experience in industry. Training is on a purely sectoral 
bas» and ,s dmded between theoretical work (about 80 per cent) ^ he foni 0 

lectures on recent developments and techniques and about 20 per cent to pratica 
jn-plant traimng. The third level is for engineers who have fairly extensive experience 

rogrt 2 is I'lTc  t0 rr "^ -norial resp^ib" programme is of 4 to 6 weeks' duration for groups of 15 to 20 engineers and ¡« 
conducted in an industrially advanced country. engineers and is 

UNÍA extndrTmmeSKWere ^V* * ,%9' md " was the in*ntion of UNIDO   o extend this number to   15 for  1970. More co-operation from the 

welcomed       ^ C°UntrÍeS " "" °Perati°n °f these Pommes wit 

343.  In addition   individual fellowships are offered to meet special needs that 
cannot  be   met  through  other programmes.   However,  from The vielott o 
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344. Exaggerated notions of status can modify the whole concept of hierarchical 
structure and cause severe problems in management, notably in such critical areas as 
the delegation of responsibilities. National institutions should be established to 
rectify the imbalance in pay and status between the student who does graduate sluay 
abroad and his colleague who. with no further education, goes directlv into industry 
in the home country. 

345. ILO has also been active in the field of training for a long time, and particular 
mention should be made ol the ILO Centre for Advanced Technical and Vocational 
Training at Turin, Italy. The Turin Centre offers, among others, courses in electrical 
engineering, electronics and management. The orientation of these courses, as with 
those provided by UNIDO, is towards training those who will be engaged in training 
activities. Indeed, 40 per cent of each of the Turin courses is devoted to this aspect, 
because of the important multiplier effect training can have on the industry of a 
developing economy. Obviously, to get maximum effect facilities must already exist 
in the developing countries to make use of the training given, and the active support 
of industry will be required for subsequent in-plant training bv those who have been 
trained. 

346. ITU has to date set up in the developing countries a total of 27 
telecommunications training establishments financed by the UNDP Special Fund. 
These projects are, by their very nature, both self-liquidating and self-sustaining in 
that an essential feature of each is the gradual replacement of expatriate staff by 
fully trained local counterparts. 

347. The contribution made by UNESCO is too well known to need elaboration 
here, but it wUl be seen that UNIDO, UNESCO, ILO and ITU, each within its own 
special sphere of competence, together provide a very wide spectrum of training, 
both within the developing countries and in special institutes abroad. ITU provides 
operational training and complements national university programmes; ILO provides 
basic and specialized technical and vocational training; UNIDO provides training with 
a more specific industrial orientation; UNESCO is active at the university level in the 
training of electronics engineers, and UNDP acts as the co-ordinating authority to 
ensure maximum inter-agency co-operation at the level of field operations. 

348. Apart from these international programmes, industry in the industrially 
advanced countries is willing to provide certain training facilities for the developing 
countries. In the United States, for example, the Radio Corporation of America has 
correspondence courses that are available on a world-wide basis. It is also willing to 
set up technical institutes in the developing countries. In the Netherlands, Philips of 
Eindhoven, in conjunction with UNIDO, is providing an in-plant training scheme 
specially designed to meet the requirements of developing countries. Certain 
professional bodies also are willing to provide fellowships for study abroad. 





Partii   RECOMMENDATIONS 

349. The Development Meeting on the Manufacture of Telecommunications 
Equipment (including low-cost receivers for sound broadcasting and television) 
adopted the following recommendations: 

A.     GENERAL 

CONSIDERING: 

The importance of establishing a strategy of development in the field of 
electronics and telecommunications, taking into account the increasing market 
requirements in the developing countries; 

The importance of these industries in stimulating economic development 
through savings or generation of foreign exchange, development of industrial 
technology and creation of employment opportunities; 

The part played by this industry, and more particularly in the development of 
radio and television receivers, in aiding social development and international 
co-operation: 

The high cost involved in carrying out basic research and development of more 
sophisticated electronic and telecommunications equipment but the relatively 
lower costs in applied research; 

That in many cases developing countries have complicated customs and import 
tax structures that differ from those already existing in more industrialized 
countries; 

That in many cases, when merchandise is cleared through customs, confusion 
arises as regards the correct nomenclature of the products under consideration 
as well as the application of the relevant duties and taxes; 

SUGGESTS that: 

1. Developing countries give highest priority within their national economic and 
industrial plans to the telecommunications and electronics industries 
particularly those involved in the production of low-cost radio and television 
receivers. 

2. Developing countries give serious consideration to starting up local assembly 
and/or manufacture of telecommunications and electronic equipment even 
when quantities are initially below minimum requirements for economic 

79 
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assembly and/or manufacture. In this regard, consideration should be given to 
savings or generation of foreign exchange, the development of technology, the 
setting up of an industrial base and the possibilities ot "routing employment for 
nationals. 

3. Developing countries encourage and support local production and sale of 
equipment through such incentives as tax holidays, customs exemptions, 
assistance in financing and adequate protective tariffs. Particular attention is 
drawn to one such aspect; namely, to the need to allocate sufficient amounts 
of foreign exchange annually for importing components for the product to be 
manufactured and, at appropriate intervals, for importing factory equipment 
and machinery needed for expansion or replacement of existing equipment and 
machinery. 

4. Developing countries do not discourage, but rather allow, where necessary, the 
importation of technology through licensing and payment of royalties, as it 
stimulates the development of technology and of these industries. However, 
local design and development facilities should be built up ai the same time with 
a view to exploiting locally available raw materials and gradually reducing 
imported technology. 

5. Developing countries give serious consideration to regional or subregional 
development of these industries on a co-operative basis through pooling of 
requirements, resources and production capabilities to attain the following: 

(a) Increase in output to reach more economic production level; 

(b) A freer exchange of technology and training within the region; 

(c) Lower costs and increased market potential through exports; 

(d) An equitable distribution of industries throughout a region. 

6. Developing countries take appropriate steps: 

(a) To ensure co-ordination among the various government branches 
involved and to promote the earliest application of universally accepted 
nomenclature such as that laid down by the Customs Co-operation 
Council in Brussels; 

(b) To rationalize as far as possible the national procedures when reclaiming 
import duties and taxes wherever such problems exist. 

RECOMMENDS that, upon request of countries or groups of countries: 

7. UNIDO, in collaboration with the regional economic commissions, tabulate 
and analyse all factors leading to problems associated with and benefits 
accruing from the establishment of both local and regional telecommunications 
and electronics industries in developing countries and disseminate this 
information to all countries and organizations interested in these industries. 

8. UNIDO be prepared to render technical assistance and aid in the financing of 
telecommunications and electronics industries in developing countries. In 
particular, UNIDO should collaborate with UNDP in setting up small model 
industrial plants for the manufacture of modern telecommunications and 
electronic equipment. 
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9. 

10. 

UNIDO study means of encouraging the establishment of export-oriented 
industries in developing countries. 

UNIDO also co-operate with major professional and manufacturing assortions 
m the gathering and dissemination of up-to-date information on the 
manufacture of telecommunications and electronic equipment modern 
small-scale production techniques and marketing. 

B.     LOW-COST RECEIVERS 

RECOGNIZING: 

The importance of mass communications in the developing areas for cultural 
and educational development, for the dissemination of information and news 
and for entertainment; 

That radio is a basic means of mass communications that does not require 
literacy on the part of the listener; 

That the benefits to national and regional co-operation derived from the wide 
reception of radio programmes are attained only when radio receivers are 
available to the entire population; 

The work carried out by ITU, through CCIR, in the field of recommended 
specifications for low-cost radio and television receivers; 

CONSIDERING that: 

The major impediments to wider use of radio are the relatively high cost and/or 
non-availability of suitable radio receivers; 

The extent of the importation of radio receivers is restricted by the need for 
the strict control of foreign currency expenditure; 

Developing countries, particularly those with significant local markets, can 
benefit widely from telecommunications and electronics industries; 

The manufacture of radio receivers can begin with small-scale assembly using 
parts obtained from the larger manufacturers; 

Technological personnel and facilities can be developed without direct 
government financing through the development of the telecommunications and 
electronics industries; 

SUGGESTS that: 

1. Developing countries consider establishing or supporting radio receiver 
assembly/manufacture, for which joint-venture agreements and technical 
assistance might be sought, if required. 

Developing countries consider the extension of radio receiver manufacture to 
include television receiver manufacture to meet the country, subregional and 
regional needs. 
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3. Developing countries, in fostering radio and television receiver manufacture, 
could begin with a simple, robust, low-cost unit with a minimum number of 
models, based on the performance specifications and design characteristics set 
forth in the appendix (radio and television receiver specifications) to this 
recommendation. 

4. Developing countries plan and initiate afterwards (or. when possible, 
concurrently) the manufacture of the component parts, in co-operation with 
other countries if desired. For this, the advantages of large-scale production are 
very important, and the manufacture and distribution of components on at 
least a regional or subregional basis should be encouraged. 

5. Developing countries give serious consideration to the incentives mentioned 
above in the General Recommendations, together with special arrangements for 
eliminating or reducing listeners' licence fees. 

RECOMMENDS that, upon request of a country or groups of countries: 

6. UNIDO provide technical assistance in surveys, studies and the setting up of 
small industrial plants as outlined previously, particularly for radio and 
television receivers and their component parts. 

Notes on radio and television receiver specifications 

The performance specifications and design of low-cost radio and television 
receivers are given in the ITU, ((IR Recommendations 415, 416 and Study Group 
Doc. XI/246 of 12 September 1%'). The frequencies for the broadcast transmission 
are in the low frequency (LF). medium frequency (MF), high frequency (HF), very 
high frequency (VHF-FM). together with television emissions in the VHF and 
ultra-high frequency (UHF) bands. These are assigned by Governments in accordance 
with the ITU Radio Regulations; radio receiver reception bands range from ISO kHz 
to 26 MHz (this limit is still under study by ITU) for amplitude modulation (AM) 
and from 87.5 to 108 MHz for frequency modulation (FM). 

Radio receivers 

Radio receivers best meeting the requirements of the developing countries 
(estimated by UNESCO to be 400 million sets at $5 each) must be simple, robust, 
transportable, have ease of tuning, reasonably good sensitivity, selectivity and 
electrical qualities and operate with low battery drain from standard dry-cell 
batteries. As a guide, it is suggested production be initiated with radio receivers of 
one or more proven designs as follows: 

1. One-band set MF  525 to 1,605 kHz; 

2. One-band set HF; 

3. Two-band set LF and MF, MF and HF, or 2HF;4 

The output power should be at least 350 mW. 

The HF bands could be chosen between 3 and 26 MHz, the range of frequence» not to 
cover more than 3,5 times the lower frequency. ^ 
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RELIABILITY 

CONSIDERING: 

The growing   importance    of   the   reliability   of   equipment   used   in 
elecommunications in developing countries, especially in spa^y peculated 

areas where access to equipment sites is often difficult and time<onSumfn7and 
where there is often a lack of skilled personnel; "«-consuming and 

The importance of reducing the incidence of equipment failure and the simóle 
localization and repair of such failures; P 

That ITU and IEC, the regional economic commissions and other organizations 
are already actively studying these problems; organizations 

RECOMMENDS that UNIDO and ITU, in their respective domains: 

1.      In.consultation with telecommunications administrations and in co-operation 

Tauístd eTurmr
sf Tention!?above'foster the stut,yof the causes °" 

^ bc^^Ä and Pr0P0Se meth0dS Wher<:by their hdde- 
2.      Disseminate this information in the form of guidelines for the benefit of 

552. C0UntneS; t0  -Dürers  *nd users of te.ecommunSons 

3'      fï^ponem' ffi and ,feaSÍbÍUtHy °f eStabHshing deSign and test centres 

reliably na,yS'S   a"d  aSSOciated ^«ligations concerning 

FURTHER RECOMMENDS that manufacturers. 
4. Continue their work in this field and particularly in simplifying defect-findin« 

¡sSTisr ^in both desi8n and e*Lt ***£££% 
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D.     RURAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT 

CONSIDERING: 

The importance and special needs of rural telecommunications in the more 
sparsely populated areas of the developing world; 

RECOMMENDS that: 

UNIDO collaborate with ITU and IEC in preparing a study for rural 
telecommunications systems and foster the design, development and 
manufacture of suitable equipment. Particular attention is drawn to the 
requirements of rural networks (e.g. reliable power supplies at low cost that 
can withstand tropical conditions). 

E.     SERVICE 

CONSIDERING: 

The necessity for delivering to users sets in perfect working condition; 

The necessity for organizing installation, maintenance and after-sales services 
efficiently to ensure the correct operation of the equipment; 

RECOMMENDS that: 

1. Local manufacturers devote particular attention to the packaging, storage and 
delivery of radio and television receivers to ensure that they reach the user in 
good condition. 

2. Manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers realize the basic importance of 
organizing installation, maintenance and after-sales services and of providing 
them with technically competent staff, measuring instruments and the facilities 
necessary to ensure good service to users. 

TRAINING 

CONSIDERING that: 

Industrial activities can be developed only if personnel with the appropriate 
qualifications are available; 

Successful and competitive production of electronic equipment requires an 
awareness of the many factors that influence the economic and technical 
choices made by engineers and technicians; 
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I. Countries strive to arrivo ut an appropriate balance of skilled labour 
technicians and engineers, in relation to their present industual situation and 
tl»«r development plans, thus allowing for adequate staffing of the mdtrie, 
«fade   fostenng their technological progress. Particular aLntio./slundd b 

cgngineè;i ' *  "*   ^ ^ "nd *° m-p,ant "*** "f ^ 

2.      Countries  favour development  of local institutions to train people at  the 
necessary levels, thus rendering ,t possible to have a better err sponde 
between study and actual practice under local conditions. P""aente 

?' ¡¡LUÍ0 traÌnÌ,ng ? eTeCn and tcchnicians' Particular attention be given to the 
development of echmeal discernment applicable within the economic soc a 
and material conditions prevailing in the corntr.es. 

4. Industry play a more important part in the training process, not only during 
«hoohng but also after technicians and engineers start their work in induZ 
through in-service training schemes, seminars etc. maustry. 

5. Governments and industry alike note that organizations of the United Nations 
family, such as UNIDO. ILO. UNESCO, ¡CAO. ITU and WMO ope aïe 
techmcal anatmet programmes within their own terms of reference in the 
fiekb of electronics, telecommunications and mass communications and tha 
the mter-agency activities of the International Centre for Advanced TecLica 
and Vocattonal Training (Turin Centre) include courses in uS^S%£ 
methodology and management, especially designed to train teachers Zdfoi 
the conditions prevailing in the developing countries 

RECOMMENDS that, upon request of countries or groups of countries: 

6.      UNIDO expand its activities in the field of in-plant training at the graduate 
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ANNEX 2 

STATEMENTS TO THE MEETING 

Introductory statement by Mr. I. H. Abdel-Rah man. 
Executive Director of UNIDO 

UNIDO, with your help through this meeting and through a number of other programmes 
is trying to accomplish its task of helping the industrialization of the developing countries Our 
mam objective is to look at the situation of industry in the developing countr.es and to see how 
assistance mav be given. This meeting typifies but one of the many activities which UNIDO 
pursues in its attempt to fulfil its objective. We hope, as a result of your meeting and discussions 
and with the collaboration of the representatives of other international organizations as well as 
xvi I h the collaboration and co-operation of industry in the industrialized countries that aseries 
ot activities can be established by UNIDO with the developing countries, to help them in the 
manufacture ot telecommunications equipment, which is one of the most important aspects of 
industry in the developing countries. 

What kind of conclusions could come out of this meeting, and which of these conclusions 
could later be taken up by UNIDO? These are two main questions which I would like you to 
help to answer and advise us on in collaboration with the representatives of UNIDO who will be 
taking par. with you m these discussions. Your final conclusions. I am sure, will be addressed first 
ot a I ,o the developing countries themselves, because they are the primary agents in this type of 
work, second, to international organizations such as UNIDO, UNISCO, ITU and others who have 
particular interest in the various aspects of this important subject; and third. I hope your 

al^nmk*        a't0mmenda,,l,ns WÍU COntain **"*•'. "onomic «id administrative guidance 

Télécommunications and electronics, even in the most advanced countries, are developing 

e,:;^1:?!?;;1 r :the next tew years u,erc w"'bc stin ^^^^nJ^2 developments. What the developing countries can then do with this fast-developing subject where 
everything ,s new every day, where there is necessity for an international eompar b „C ana 
quality ,n work, and where difficulties of manufacture are certainly taking a particular form 

SïT« must^:; w^ dCVelOPing baSC and *""** «""'*'«" * «" "«^ " • <*"£ 

vervthi T01 ,ï SaÍd SiT'y that thC dcvel°Pin8 ^ntti« must sit quietly and obtain 
oerythmg iron, the advanced countries without taking part themselves in the production and 

tZnZTf traed:'n
No

d
doubvhcir

h
share in production and devdopment wi» £ -""— than »hat of the advanced countr.es, but certainly they will have a definite share, and it is un to 

you and to th,s meeting to indicate to the developing countries and to us in UNIDO wha wou d 
be their proper share and wha. would be the best procedures for developing the manufaetuTof 
telecommunications equipment in the developing countries. manutacture ot 

Various aspects of the subject have been of particular interest to one organization or the 
other; the question o   low-cost radio receivers has particular importance bemuse of its mas 
med,a and educational and cultural implications. Questions of telecommunications in gtnTra 
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using the most modem systems, are also significant because telecommunications must cover the 
whole globe; the qii.-stitm of the manufacture or partial manufacture of some of the basic and 
re urrent equipment is uuite important, and I am sure that your discussions will refer to many 
other aspects of this development. 

In collaboration with the Government of the Netherlands, UNIDO will soon begin ,, 
training course in electronics and telecommunications for representatives from the developing 
countries. It is to IK- an m-plani training course centred both in the Philips Company in 
I indhoven and at the lechn.cal University of Delft. This is one of the training courses "that 
UNIDO is trying to develop regularly over the next three years. We hope, with the collaboration 
ol the Dutch Government and the Philips Company, to have three successive courses, each one ol 
which could be considered, in effect, a follow-up to your meeting. The participants to be invited 
will be senior engineers and managers who have actual experience in the manufacture ol some 
kinds ol telecommunications equipment in their countries or who are likely to be interested in 
establishing such an industry in their own countries, and we hope that, in three successive years 
your recommendations and observations will be examined, among other things, in the 
I indhoven/Delft training courses. 

This course is only one part of UNIDO" s work. Our main concern is to bring the benefit of 
your conclusions directly to the countries concerned, through the programme of technical 
assistance. We have now in the Held in the developing countries a large number of technical 
advisers giving advice and help to the developing countries in various areas. In the area under 
discussion now our efforts are still at a very early phase, but we hope in the next lew years that 
they will be further developed so that a relatively large number of advisers from the advanced 
countries could be sent by UNIDO to assist the developing countries in some aspects of the 
development of their industries as you will be discussing it. This programme of technical 
assistance and the programme of training, as well as the other programmes which will be 
discussed and mentioned in your deliberations in the next few days, gives you the image of the 
instruments with which we work in UNIDO, and wc would appreciate it very much if your 
recommendations would be designed so that we could use the instruments and the programmes 
which we have, to cany youi re-ommendations to practical application. Of course, wc shall value- 
all the advice you give, but we will try in UNIDO to implement it and to see that it will actually 
reach the areas it should reach in the developing countries. 

Closing remarks by the Chairman, Lt. Col. M. R. Khan (Pakistan) 

My army career has taught me many things. 1 would relate two of them to you now which 
appear pertinent. First, never volunteer for any job. You know that 1 did not volunteer for this 
one! Second, once you have been assigned a job and have agreed to do it, then do it with zeal, 
efficiency, speed, accuracy and to the best of your ability. However, what really prompted me to 
accept the honour of being the chairman of this meeting was a motto given in the preface of a 
book on mathematics which I read about fifteen years ago. The motto was. "What one fool can 
do, another can". 

I have had some experience of taking part in the international conferences of the 
Commonwealth countries and even of presiding over some of the sessions, but 1 have never before 
been assigned the heavy duty of not only conducting day-to-day business, but also getting 
suitable recommendations discussed, formulated, reviewed and adopted, and all in one session. 

1 feel that we went through all the subjects quite thoroughly, perhaps deeper in some- 
subjects than was necessary. 1 also feel that we arrived at appropriate recommendations which, if 
lully implemented, should bring the desired results. There thus appears to be no need for me to 
review any aspect of the work that we did during these sessions. We cannot be the judges of our 
own deeds or misdeeds; let others judge us. Nevertheless, before I finally declare this meeting 
formally closed, I wish to highlight four points which 1 think are extremely important: 
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l'irsi, wo. lin- developing countries, UHM analyse oui own pioblenis and uccide ourselves 

what we wish lo do in ilio l'icld of .-lei. ironies and lelecommuimallons. We may seek 

assistance from the advanced countries lo help us in surveys and Icasibility reports, but we 

must encourage our own specialists lo uke pail in I hese aclivilies and lo determine our real 

requirements: we musi not depend solely on imported talents. Our requirements may be 

enormous, bul our plans musi be feasible and cionomiially viable. Any decisions reached 
must be our own, they should not be I rom abroad. 

Second, after deciding what our requiiemcnts are, we must fit them into the over-all plan 

of our national industrial strategies, with the highest possible priority. Only then should we 

ask tor technical assistance or aid from the developed countries, trom the industrialists of 
those countries or from inlernalion.il agencies. 

Third, we should, al governmental levels, assist our own industries in the production of 

cheaper radio and TV receivers by removing or reducing customs duties on imported 
components and by providing tariff protection against similar imported goods. 

Fourth, while providing any other incentives that may be required, Governments must also 

persuade their industries lo produce the cheapest possible u.du> set, which may be rightly- 

called the "people's set". If it is then found that private industry cannot cope with this 

important task, (he Governments of the developing countries must have va» h a people's set 

designed and should subsidize its production so that the recommendations of UNFSCO 
pertaining to mass communications will be met within the specified time. 
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ID/WG.15/3 

ID/WG.15/4 

ID/WG.15/5 

ID/WG.15/6 
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1D/WG.15/8 
Add.l 
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Add.l 

Add. 2 and 
Corr.l 

ID/WG.15/11 
and Add. 1 

1D/WG.15/12 

ID/WG.15/13 

Flan oí' Meeting 

1 Provisional agenda and work schedule 

The  sharing of manufacturing facilities in  the electrical and electronics 
industries among developing countries 
by J. Pohanka and !'. I'okalik 

Radio design and manufacturing considerations for developing countries 
by /"•'. Banovk 

The manufacturing of low-cost television receivers in developing countries 
by C. b. Waller 

Manufacture of telecommunications equipment in developing countries 
by K. C. Berger 

Some telephone problems in developing countries 
by H. K, Fbenberger 

Possibilities of establishing telecommunications industry and planning of the 
same with special reference lo developing countries 
by Imre Varadi 

Maintenance and repair of radio communication equipment 
by A. Dobrokhotov 

Designing  and  manufacturing low-cost receivers of radio broadcasts in 
developing countries 
by D. Hara 

An example of process control for production of radio receivers by belt 
conveyor system 

Examples of specifications and design of low-cost radio receivers 

Promotion of the manufacture of low-cost sound and television receivers in 
developing countries 
by C. Anazava 

Training for design and production of electronic equipment 
by the International Labour Organisation 

State of manufacture of telecommunications equipment in Pakistan 
by M. R. Khan 

A limited number of copies are available upon request. 
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ID/WG. 15/28 

ID/WG.15/29 

ID/WG.15/30 

ID/WG.15/31 

ID/WG.15/32 

I he »latus ol ick-ioiiiitiuincalions equipment iti Iran 

In K. Mah A 

\n outline ot the .Htu.il stato "I pl.ms l'or Mio establishment or expansion of 
tclci ottitiiiinu .itinti iiuhi»tiios in Kenya 
hv ( . M. Ainiru. Kami 

Repon on ilio U'li\oiii!iuniK-.ition\ industry in Turkey 

/u   >'. Kiirulhiii 

Protrammo 

I Provisional IM ol partii, ipanls and Add. I 

Provisional lisi ol doi uii.eiils 

Status ol numilai uno ol telecommunications equipment in Thailand 

hy ( . Knniyawath 

Draft report 

Ilio stains ol' manufacturo ot telecommunications equipment in Nigeria 

by /'. -I. Oitimtayu 

Staio ol a ml plans lor telo* oinmunications industries in Ceylon 
In S. Riijtinavaaan 

Report ol the problems involved in providing for community reception of 
television    in    non-ole>. trilled   areas   of   developing   countries,   and   an 
examination ol possible solutions 
by I'X'KCO 

Status of the manufacture of telecommunications equipment in lithiopia 
hy (1. Tvdros 

The stage of manufacturo of telecommunications equipment in India 
by S. M. Ariwrwul 

Production transmission and receiving requirements for the application of 
muss communication lo development and education 
hy UNESCO 

L'état de l'industrie des télécommunications au Congo 
hy A. Kumha 

Broadcasting in Uganda 
hy M. H. S. Mannai 

linai recommendations 

Status of manufacture ol telecommunications equipment in Argentina 
hy./. R. Larrea 

La maintenance el le service après-vente des récepteurs de radio et téléviseurs 
en noir et blanc et en couleurs dans les pays en voie de développement 
by R. Bessern 
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